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1AVAN 

“OLLUTTON CONTROL PROGRAMS TO BE EXTENDED 

W090429 Tokyo KYODO in English 0355 OMT 9 Sep 60 

| ext! tekyo 9 Sep KYODO=--The government decided [fuesday to extend 
pollution prevention programs for nine regions in eight prefectures 
expiring in this fiseal 1980 until the end of fiscal 1985, 

The decision was made by a governmental conference on anti-pollution 
measures at the prime minister's official residence. 

‘rime Minister Zenko Suzuki instructed the prefectural governors concerned 
to work out new pollution prevention programe for the nine regions [first 
designated in 1976 as areas heavily polluted or in danger of pollution. 

The nine regions are Sapporo (Hokkaido), Akita (Akita Prefecture), 
Hitachi (Ibaraki Prefecture), Matsumoto-Suwa (Nagano Prefecture), Cifu- 
Ogaki and Tono (Gifu Prefecture), Higashimikawa (Aichi Prefecture), 
‘ohushina (Tokushima Prefecture), and Hyuga-Nobeoka (Miyazaki Prefecture). 

Similar pollution prevention programs for another 38 previously designated 
regions had already been extended for five more years. 

The extension of the pollution prevention program was decided since 

environmental improvement in the regions was judged to have fallen short 
of goals stipulated in the original programs. 

with the decision, the fnvironmentai Agency will ask the prefectural 
governments concerned to present new draft programs by mid-November to 
attain the environmental standards on air pollution, water contamination 
and noises, 

the tavironmental Agency aleo decided to call on the Finance Ministry 
for © !0=-vear extension of a special law on financing ant i-~pollut ion 
measures, which expires next 31 March, to allow continued state subsidics 
to local governments. 

CSO: 9900 
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SCIENTIFIC REPORT SAYS 2,4, 5°T HEALTH RISK NEGLIGIBLE 

Wellington THE EVENING POST in English 21 Aug 60 p 4 
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MERCURY FOUND 1N FISH EXCEEDS PERMISSIBLE LEVELS 

Christehureh THE PRESS in English 26 Aug 80 p 3 

[Text] 
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INTER-ARAB APVALRS 

MLJERDA KIVER POLLUTION CONTROL MEASURES 

lunie DIALOGUE in French 11 Aug 80 pp 32-33 

[Article by 8.H.: "Mejerda River...Under Threat of Pollution") 

(Text) The Mejerda river A stream which constitutes the major suface water 
resource for Tunisia. 

it originates in Algeria, in Souk Ahras region; ae well as Mellegue River, ite 
tributary, which flows from Tebesea and Ain Arada. 

Since becoming independent, Tunisis has accepted major investments to create 
hydraulic and irrigation systems in Mejerda valley. Sidi Salem dam, near 
Testour, forme ite key element. In fact, the North Water Project master 
plan's first phase used 150 millions dinare to collect and utilize 550 millions 
cubic metere of water, retained by thie dam; of which 100 million cubic meters 
ate allocated to human consumption. 

Thus, Mejerda River is a life resource, as guch for irrigation as 4 source 
of drinking water for many towns and urban areas of northeast Tunisia (Tunis, 
Cap-Bon, and Soussee). It is estimated that today a population of some 2 
million depends on Mejerda's water. 

This indicates the importance of protecting this water supply for Tunisians, 
particularly against this disaster characteristic of modern times: pollut.on. 
Toward this obejctive, Tunisian authorities applied strict regulations designed 
to protect the Mejerda River from pollution. These are: 

i) Collection and treatment of urban and other polluted waters from built-up 
ateas along the Mejerda's shores. Treated water is used for irrigation, 
thus, not returned to Mejerda's vaters. 

2) Abseclute ben on new plants producing polluted effluents which would be 
discharged into Merjerda, without appropriate preliminary treatment. 

3) Im the future, restricting new implentations to industria plants which 
do not create any risk of pollution. 



in addition, water aiong the length of the Mejerda is regularly monitored to 

insure its quality within Tunisian territory, 

but to fight successfully for protection of 4 water stream originating in a 
fheighboring country requires coordination of efforts, This explains why a 
convention between Tunisia and Algeria was signed on 21 January 1978 to pro= 
vide for joint action in protecting Mejerda River, At thie time, there was 
in its basin enly one plant whose effluent was summarily treated and then 
discharged into Mejerda’s waters: 4 paper mill, located at Souk Ahras, Since 
then however, it appears that two plants have been built in Souk Ahras in 
Algeria: one adye plant and the other 4 textile plant. Dyes and textiles 
are, by definition, heavy polluters; the risk of their effluents in Mejerda's 
waters creates a genuine pollution hazard for waters mostly used in human con- 
sumption, 

This danger creates a problem for Tunisian authorities; this is certain. It 
is certain that authorities in friendly Algeria will seriously study this 
problem and that they will find ad hoe solutions to treat waters and thus 
protect Mejerda's source. 

9627 
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JORDAN 

AMMAN RESIDENTS UPSET OVER SEWAGE, CONTAMINATED WATER 

Maman AL-RA'Y in Arabic 23 Jun 80 p Li 

[Article by Mundhir Rashrash: "The Problem of Drainage Ditches and Sewage 
in al-Amir Husayn Quarter; Open Sewage, Contaminated Vater, Scattered 
Garbage; Urgent Need for Collective Effort To Avoid Diseases That Will 
Certainly Hit Area; Speedy Solutions Called for; Red Tape Should Not Be 
Obstacle to Implementation") 

[Text) At a time when we are seeing construction and prosperity develop, 
various worries and problems limited and the shortage of services in 
various areas of the capital, Amman, repaired, we are also noticing the 
deterioration of conditions and services and the lack of those services, 
especially in some of the other popular areas. A person vould even think, 
as he visite one of these areas, that the services and efforte of city 
hall in the capital city were sere ink on paper. But is this the real 
situation’ 

A negative or a positive response would require some thought, investiga- 
tion and careful close examination. A response requires that the home- 
land and the citizen be the ultimate beneficiaries of all this inverci- 
gation and examination.” 

A popular area such as that of al<-Amir Husayn Quarter (formerly al-Hanikin 
refugee camp is plagued with a shortage of services and numerous and 
diverse difficulties. Sewage, water and sanitation services ere lacking, 
and there are problems pertaining to reconstruction and deve) opment. 
Bvery one of these concerns requires 4 separate presse investigation. This 
ie what I think, because dealing with all of them in one report will make 
them appear to be marginal iseves, and we basically reject this approach. 

Let us then deal with one of these concerns, which is the fundamental one. 

He was at home having lunch when I and ay colleague, the photographer 

dropped in on him. 

"What can I say about the drainage ditches and the sewage’ You can see how 
it really is!” 



Thie te what Magid Haddad said, We ie a retired attorney, Then he added 
nervously and passionately: 

"We have suffered a long time from thie drainage ditch that stretches 
approximately 200 or 300 meters to the station. We tried before with the 
former officials, They covered it to the cemetery, but they did not com 
plete the work in the required manner. And here you can see the open 
sewage, the dirty water, the filth and the refuse carelessly thrown in it. 
Peuple==people who are paying taxee=-are tired of these things.” 

Mazid Haddad, the retired attorney paused, sighed and then continued with 
an expression of pain. 

"We suffer day and night, but especially at night, from the foul smell 
that ie caused by this condition. In addition, thie place--the drainage 
ditch=-has become a collection heap for the refuse thrown by residents of 
Camp al-Hanikin. Yes, some people don't care, ani thev take advantage of 
the lack of strictness and the leniency of city bh ‘telals. Then they 
take advantage of the fact that there are sanita:  worvers. fy the way 
the sanitation worker is never there; he comes t © evory 10 days only, 
and if we insist that he work continuously, he te. us, ‘They will not 
increase our wages. What can I do?’ Then I do the cleanup work. I, a 
retired attorney am now working as a garbage collector, and the neighbors 
can testify to that fact!" 

Mr Haddad took a deep breath and then said, "His excellency the mayor had 
said that half a million dinars had been earmarked for this area and for 
repaire in Jabal al-Nasr. There funds were earmarked for sewage (which is 
the important matter now) and then for road-building. But when will the 
work begin? This is what we do not know. We were promised work would 
begin early in the fifth month, and now we have come to the end of this 
month and the situation is still the same." 

The worried citizen, Mazid Haddad, went on to say, “When the mayor and 
the officials speak I sense they are saying the truth. Some observers and 
workers did come and they began planning and surveying. But there are 
delays, and according to what we hear there are delays in the awarding 
of bids.” 

"This drainage ditch was first built for the rain water. However, because 
of carelessness people have used it as 4 garbage dump. It is the care- 
lessness of citizens and officials that is the reason for its present 
condition. I am, therefore, advocating full cooperation betweer citizens 
and officials in city hall as a necessity to limit this bane that is 
staying with us day and night.” 

It is with such zealous and devout emotions that Abu Ratib [the father of 

Ratib), Muhammad Hasan ai-Hamadani who owns the el-Faraj grocery store 
began to talk with us. Soon he said, “I am suggesting that officials 
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“What about the condition of the drainage ditch ‘hat you see in front of 



Citheen Alwmeed ‘Ali Khalil (Abu Jamal) seid with passion, "What mere can | 
say’ De | talk ehowk the sewage and the fleeds or about the streets and 
cleanliness’ OF de | talk about these ‘fine’ edere thet you can emell new! 
we ave afraid of Ghelefe a6 @ reeult of thie situation, and we are, there 
fore, Pleading for help and aseletance from effielale im city hell, We 
are hoping that thie help will come ae quickiy ae tt le needed. 
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NEM PRRSONWEL POLICY POR DRINKING WATER ORGANIZATION 

Ammah Al-RA'Y in Avabic 23 Jun © p 4 

|Article: “1980 Personnel Policy for Mepleyeese of Drinking Water rt 
Copditione for Hiring Mepleyees; Their Classifications and Their Grades 

[Text |) The 1980 personne] policy for employees of the Drinking Water 
Agency hae been ieeved. it te to become effective upon publication in the 
Official Gazette. The articles of the policy follow: 

Article 1: The policy te to be known a6 the 1980 Personne) Policy for 
tmp iloyees of the Drinking Water Agency. it ie to become effective upon 
publication in the Official Gasette, 

Article 2: Definitions. 

Articie }: f-pleyeee of the who are covered by the provisions of 
thie policy are divided inte ified employees, contractual employees 
and daily workers. 

Article 4: The eredes, salaries and annual increases are to be as follows: 



allowance appiy te the loyeee 
are stipuleted in the 197) Standard Salary Inereases for Reployees No 
also apply. 

Any regulations pertaining to professional of edministrati 
apply to employees of the agency, These regulations also 
ment employees in the ministries and in other departments 
fegulations leeved in that regard, 

Article 5: The board te to form 4 committee t 
Affairs Committee, it ie to be aade up of three of 
emplovees, hie committee ie to recommend the appointment and promotion 
of employees, the amendment of their salaries and their training. it 
ty take disciplinary action against them, to terminate 
to undertake any other function with which the general 
them within hie juriediction and in sccordance with the prowieions of this 
lav. 

Article 6: We person is to be appointed to any one of the agency's 
permanent positions wniess he [meets the following conditions): 

“He ie Jordanian. 

“Ne has completed i) years of age, 

He is in good health as determined by the 
officer, The general manager may approve the 

wi whose health is not suitable [for the job) 
minister of health. 

* Geod conduct and 4 good reputation. 

* A pereon who has hie civil rights and who has not been convicted of «4 
felony--except for political crimes--or 4 dishonorable miedemesnor. 

* He is to have the educational degrees and qualifications required for 
the job which has to be filled. A secondary echool certificate or ite 
equivalent te «4 minimum requirement. Technical and professional positions 
are exempted from this condition. 



Article 7) Persone whe have the qualifications indicated below but Lack 
experience Gay Het be hired except when the hiring of employees in tech= 
ical positions te required in the interests [of the agency) and professiona! 
experience and skille are considered to be the basis [for hiring) in the 
following positions with erades and salaries that exceed the grades and 
salaries that follow them: 

* A pereon whe hae the Jordanian general secondary school certificate or 
ite equivalent: at the sinimum salary for grade six. 

* A graduate of imetitutes where the full course of study is 1 year after 
one obtains the Jordanian general secondary school certificate or ite 
equivalent! at 4 third year salary for grade six. 

* A graduate of imetitutes where the full course of study is 2 years after 
one oo tains the Jordanian general secondary school certificate or its 
equivalent: the minimum salary for grade five. 

* A graduate of imetitutes where the full course of study is } years 
alter one obtains the Jordanian general secondary school certificate or 
ite equivaient: at a fourth year salary for grade 5. 

* A graduate of world universities and colleges who has — bachelor's degree 
ot a diploma: at the ginimum salary for grade four. 

* A graduate of worid universities and colleges who obtained a graduate 
degree after having obtained « bachelor's degree or o dipioma: at a third 
year salary for grade four. 

* A graduate of graduate universities and colleges who has 4 master's 
degree: at a fifth year salary for grade four, 

* A person who has 4 doctorate degree: at a fifth vear salary for grade 
three. 

Article ®: The general manager or whomever he delegates in writing may 
hire workers in the organization for daily wages. These workers are 
subject to the labor and workers’ law that is in effect. 

Articie 8: (A) Employees who are employed in accordance with previous 
regulations that were in effect in the past, including civil service 
employees, are to be transferred to one of the grades mentioned in this 
iaw. The conditions of their employment are to be attached to the pro- 
visions thereof after their salaries sre evaluated accordingly in accor- 
dance with a decision made by the suthorized board as is indicated in 
Article 6 A above and without infringing upon any of the rights they 
acquired. 

* Pmployees who heve a civil service classification are to be given the 
choice of transferring to one of the grades sentioned in this law, as is 
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indicated io Paragraph A of Chie article, of fetaining thelr statue and 

their rights in accordance with the civil service system, 

Article 10: (A) 1. Taking Paragraph 8 of thie article into consideration, 
employees in grade one are to be appointed and promoted by « decision of 
the board on the basie of a referral made by the general sanager. 

2, Umployees in grades two, three, four, five and six are co be appointed 
and promoted by « decision from the general manager according to a referral 
made by the cow ittee, 

(8B) No pereon can be appointed or promoted to grades one or two unless he 
has a university degree, 

Article 11: A, Practical experience may be taken into cone ideration in 
determining the grade or the salary of the candidate for any position in 
the organization provided that this experience is required for working in 
the organization. in making this determination experience gained after 
any previous educational degree was acquired is to be accredited, which- 
ever serves the interests of the candidate better. 

B. If the candidate for the position has had practice’ experience after 
obtaining hie educational degree in activities «'miier to those with which 
he would be charged after he is hired in the ora aigation, »e te to be 
appointed at a salary higher than that which |» cetermined for che degree 
and the experience which he has. 

Article 12: (A) When an employee is first appointed in the organization, 
he is under probation for 4 period of 6 months He becomes automatically 
established in hie position as of the date hie probation period ends, unless 
a decision to terminate his services is sade before that date. 

(B) The services of an employee may Se terminated during the probationary 
period by a decision from the person who was authorized to hire him. That 
employee does not have the right to ask for compensation as «4 result of the 
termination of his service. 

(C) if an employee who had left ———- in the —T before completing 
the probationary period is re-hired, he is placed under probation again. 
Anvone who spends gore than 2 years outside the agency is aleo piace? under 
probation when he is re-hired. in both cases the provisions of Paragraph 
B of this article are applicabie. 

Article 1}: An employee is entitied to his annual esisry increase when it 

is due unless 4 decision is made to deny hie that increase. 

Article 14: Based om a4 referral aade by the general manager and the 
tre commendation of the immediate supervisor, the board aay grant an employee 
who demonstrates worthiness in his work and who wae rated excellent in two 



cofeecutive afhuael feporfte a salary increase equal to one salary increase 

in addition to hie annual salary increase, provided that that merit in- 
cfease be hot awarded more than twice in one grade, 

Article 13: An employee may not be promoted from one grade to a higher 
grede unless he meets the following conditions: 

(A) He should have served in the agency for more than 1 year. 

(0) Nis Genthiy salary should be that of at least the fourth year for his 

fade, 

Article 16: in eonsidering promotions, the efficiency, productivity, merit, 
responsibilities, educational qualifications and eeniority of the employee 
are to be taken into consideration, 

Article 17: Annual reporte about the work and the conduct of all employees 
are to be prepared by ail department directore where those employees work, 
and [they are to be prepared) on the forms determined for these reports. 

Articie 18: An employee who receives an average rating in the report is 

to be notified of his shortcomings, and an employee who receives a weak 
rating is also to be notified. Both of them are to be requested to improve 
their work and to avoid their shortcomings. If either one is rated weak 
of 4 subsequent annual report, the committee may recommend that his 
services in the agency be terminated. 

Article 19: The general manager may transfer any employee from one office 
te another or from one position to another within the agency. 

Article 20: The genera) manager say assign any other work to any employee 
in addition to that employee's own work during official working hours. The 
employee is not to receive bonuses or wages in return for this additional 
work which was assigned to his. 

Article 21: Affaire pertaining to work hours and to employees’ vacations 
are to be regulated according to instructions issued by the general 
manager. 

Article 22: If an employee has legitimate cause to be absent from work, he 
is to notify his immediate supervisor immediately. Such notice may be made 
verbally, by telephone, by cable or by letter before the work day following 
the day of his absence is over. The employee is to establish his absence 
by filling out the special leave form when he returns to work. 

Article 23: (A) An employee loses his job if he is absent from work with- 
out legitimate cause for more than 15 days in 1 year or for gore than 7 
consecutive days. 
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(h) An employee is not entitled to any salaries, allowances of bonuses for 
the period during which he was abeent from work for no legitimate cause, 

Article 24: (A) tmployees are entitled to regular vacations for every year 
{of service] in the following manner! 

The general manager! 26 work days. 

Firet and second grade employees: 26 work days. 

Third and fourtn grade employees: 22 work days. 

Fifth and sixth grade employees: 18 work days. 

(B) With the approval of the general manager an employee may be granted 
leave without pay and an allowance for a period not to exceed 1 month in 
a year i! that employee has completed his probationary period and used up 
all his regular vacations. 

(C) Except for the foregoing provisions, employees of the organization are 
subject to the provisions to which government employees are subject 
regarding other vacations. This is in accordance with the civil service 
eyetem that is in effect, 

Article 25: The agency is to guarantee medical care for its employees and 
their families according to guidelines established by the board. This 
includes determining the sums that are to be deducted monthly from em- 
ployees' salaries in return for this care, The board aay decide to apply 
the health insurance system that is in effect to the employees and workers 
of the organization. 

Article 26: (A) The provisions of the following lawe that are in effect 
or of any other legislation enacted in their place are to apply to the 
employees and workers of the agency. 

i. The Standard Field Allowance Law No 6 for 1978, 

2. The Transfer and Travel Law No 32 for 1978, 

3. The Educational Scholarships Law. 

4, The laws and regulations for savings accounts and social security. 

(B) The general manager has the powers of a minister and of an authorized 
minister, and the board has the powers of the Council of Ministers and 
the prime minister wherever [those powers are) applicable in the laws 
mentioned in Paragraph A of thie article. 
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(C) The employee's time is the property of the state, and a1) kinds of 
bonuses are grante offered [by tie estate), An employee does not have a 
right te them, 

Article 26: Disciplinary action that may be taken against employees is ae 
fellows! 

(A) Potice 

(BR) Warning 

(C) A salary deduction not to exceed one fourth of the salary in 4 month. 

(D) Suspending the annual increase. 

(£) Delaying promotion, 

(F) Reducing the salary in the grade, 

(G) Demotion. 

(4) Removal from office. 

Article 29: (A) Disciplinary action stipulated in paragraphs A, 8, C 
and D of article 26 of thie law may be taken against employees of the 
organization according to a decision of the general manager based on a 
referral made by the employee's immediate supervieor. Pmployees in the 
firet grade are exempted from these provisions. 

(8) Disciplinary action stipulated in paragraphs D, E, F, G and i of 
Article 26 if this law is to be taken against employees of the agency 
according to a decision of the board based on a referral made by the com- 
mittee and «4 recommendation by the general manager. 

(C) Disciplinary action stipulated in paragraphs A and B of Article 26 of 
this law ie to be taken against employees of the first grade by a4 deci- 
sion of the general manager. Disciplinary action stipulated in paragraphs 
c, D, &, fF, G and H is to be taken by a decision from the board pursuant 
to a referral made by the general manager. 

(D) No more than one disciplinary action may be taken against an employee 
in any conduct violation. 

Article W: The services of an employee are to be terminated in the 
following cases: 

(A) If the employee is convicted of a felony, a dishonorable, scandalous 

crime or if he is imprisoned for 2 or gore gsonths. In thie case the 



decision to remove him from his position becomes effective the day the 
sentence against him is definitive, 

(B) lf he te proven guiity of 4 serious offense or 4 serious error that 
damages the interests of the organization, 

(C) If @ ie demoted and then commite an offense that requires a second 
demotion in the course of 2 consecutive years, 

(D) The decision to remove an employee from office is to be made by the 
person who wae authorized to hire hin, 

Article 31: An employee whose services in the organization are terminated 
for any reason other those that of )eing removed from office or losing his 
position is entitled to a bonus equal to a month's salary for every year 
of continuous service, In case an employee's resignation is accepted, 
the employee ie entitled to this bonus if he had completed 5 yeare of 
service in the agency. 

8592 
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TUNISIA 

PREVENTING L088 OF FERTILE FARM LAND TO URBAN ENCROACHMENT 

Tunis LA PRESSE DE TUNIGIE in French 16 Aug 8 p 2 

[Article by Larbi Chenenaoui: “Agriculture-Urbaniszation Duel") 

(Yext] The inexorable invasion of concrete is not without raising thorny 
problems to be felt with more and more acuteness, In fact, this urban 
sprawl quite simply means shrinkage of farm iand in the Tunis suburbia. 

Formerly city and countryside coexisted in peace, Because of that, the 
countryside served at the very least as an inexheustible granary for the 
city which, in return, guaranteed rural perenniality. This beneficent 
interaction has dislocated throughout the years. 

Nowadays, urban encroachment is so extensive that one can speak less of 

interdependence than of veritable duel. 

Does this city-countryside duel foreshadow the disappearance of the pre- 
dominantly agricultural suburban area? Can one detect premonitory signs? 

Dying Out Vocation 

A few years ago, while urbanization was in full swing throughout aimost ali 
Tunis public authorities had predicted that the mainly agricultural voca- 
tion of the suburbs of Tunis was doomed to extinction. 

How to prove that extinction? 

Since about two decades farm land vaiue has improved, in the beginning, 

farm land was sold at derisive prices, According to an anecdote, an alien 
on the verge of leaving the country for good sold 70 hectares owned by him 
in Ariane at 8,000 dinars, that is 20 millimes per square meter. 

is it to say that farm land lost ite value to price fixing? To do justice 
to reality, one can only answer in the affirmative. 

Ali-out valorization of farm land vas imposed by implacable logic. At the 
Close of the colonial era, Tunis had forcibly become a center of decision 
and expansion undergoing more or less inordinate urbanization. 



Ouch immode ate urbanization was hot Viliout engendering fiews ineruding 
the phenomeron of “savage” building spree that scoff.a at town planning 
and ridiculed urban aesthetics, Since ali excess entails deformations 
excessive valorigation has even affected iand rented out by same organita- 
tions, The best exampleis no other than the iand in Sidi Daoud that the 
Office for Developing the Medjerda Valiey (OMVVM) has not ceased to 
requisition, 

it ig weless to recall that increase in land value has given birth to a 
veritable apecuistion on both sales and purchases, Why exactly that 
incessant ener. chment on farm land? Quite simply becawe land valorization 
Clearly yie.de wore money than does farming, always exposed to inclement 
weather, 

Constraints 

Nevertheless, euch encroachment is on the rise due to cvergrowing shortage 
of empty space in urban zone, 

Where to build? More than one developer is obsessed with this question, 

in addition, Tunis has not turned over a new ieaf as fast as apparently 
expected, 

Tunis has no less than 30,000 hectares of non"urbanizeble” lend, What is 

against urbanization of that land? The very nature of the soil constitutes 
a veritable major handicap, These undeveloped tracts include either lakes 
and Sebkhas (examples: Ariana, Sedjoumi, Lake of Tunis) covering about 
10,900 hectares, or zones in relief (Jbei Boukornine, Jbel Ammar, Jbel 
Wahli, ete.). in the second case, leveling off entails a veritable 
financial hemorrhage. 

Adding to undeveloped iand are speedways and zones in which high-tension 
power poles are implanted, 

As paradoxical as it may seem, the gone near the airport is not urbenigable 
because of noise, although it is at the center of the Tunis agglomeration 
(between the city of Tunis and Ariana to the west, and the northern coast to 

the east). in brief, these are constraints of geological character. 

Sidi Daoud Land 

In 1°62, town planning of the city of Tunis calied for a productive green 
zone between the Lake of Tunis to the south and the Sebkha of Ariana to the 

north. This very heavy task was entrusted to OMVV/M. According to plan, 
the green zone encompasses 1,540 hectares of Habou land, small farm iand, 
and forest (about 200 hectares). 

There, uncontrolled urban sprawl has also denatured the vocation of the soil 
without paying the slightest attention to previow planning. Yet, if that 
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productive green sone were established, it would have been an exceiient 
granary on the outskirts of the Tunis urban gone, The fate of Manouba is 
nO .ewe disastrous, Before independence it was 4 big agricultural reservoir 
eatering to ali Tunie, 

iow about it now? Manouba has become an urban region rather than an 

agricu.turea, one, 

Between now and the year 2000, 620 hectares w'll be urbanized (140 hectares 

in Owed Bllil, 68 hectares in Zahrouni, and 412 hectares in the Manouba 
township iteelf), These 610 hectares will be cut from suburban farm land, 

Who ie Res ponsibie? 

At tee origin of that denaturation lies the human factor. This is all the 

more true as ail the tracts invaded by conerete, instead of being plowghed 
by tractors, were cultivated by small or big farmers, These farmers have 
brought thempeives to abandon their land for many reasons. Some have been 
unable to resist the deceitful attractions of the city, Others have been 
fed up with the whims of Nature,unaware that their plots are among the most 
fertile ones in all Tunisia, Both groups have left, deliberately swelling 
the iarge urban population, 

That is why at the present time most suburban farmers complain about a 
flagrant shortage of agricultural labor .n time of need, This transfer of 
labor is undoubtedly substantiated by two censuses in Tunisia, 

in fact, in 1966 the active farm population was in majority in Tunis (about 
67 percent). By total contrast, it was in minority in 1975, with 36 per- 
cen., Will this population survive beyond 19657 

What is more than certain is that greater importance must be accorded this 

shrinking populetion by intensively increasing the vaiuve of land stiil safe 
from conerete encroachment, Isn't an enormous prejudice to pervert the 
nature of a very fertile land? 

in the main, the struggle between urbanization and agriculture is provoked 
by inopportune social transfers, To eradicate this conflict, one gust 
necessarily prevent all transfers prejudiciabie to agriculture vhile permit- 
ting farmers to live well on their land; or if need be, pick up where 
farmers leave off, “The essential is to prevent inadequacy between the 
natural vocation ofthe soil and the way gan intends to use it,” a 
Abdelaziz Hamrouni put it in his doctorate thesis in geography entitied, 
“agriculture in the Suburban Zone of Tunis.” 

9213 
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KWENENG DISTRICT WATER SHORTAGE KILLS WILDLIFE 

Gaborone DAILY NEWS in English 12 Aug 80 p 1 

|Article by David Matsheiso) 

(Text) Kweneng Discrict is experiencing 4 mass exodus in the animal popu- 
lation never encountered before in the history of the district. 

The incident which tribal elders say is a sign of bad omen in the coun- 
try, ie giving farmers in the area a big headache. 

Farmers have become very concerned about their trampled fields, which the 
animals devastate on their way down from Central Kgalagadi. Water catche- 
ment to dry up, and countless animals have perished in the mud. 

But the most awesome fear ie that of scab disease. People are concerned 
that this influx will bring with it the dreaded disease commonly associa- 
ted with the wildebeeste and hartebeeste. These two species are the most 
prevalent in the influx. 

Farmers have also borne great losses to their grasslands, which at some 
points have been damaged beyond recuperation. While on the rampage, these 
animale have brought down fences, and where they have passed, no blade of 
grase has been left standing. 

Lephephe and Boatlaname Schools, Lephephe and Dibete Cordon Fences are the 
recent victimes of the onslaught. The men who look after the cordon fences 
are reported to be busy mending the fences every single day after the con- 
tinual breakdowne by the hartebeeste and the wildebeeste. 

Some farmers are reported to have approached the game department to bear 
the responsibility of compensation. But they are to have been barred by 
the ruling of the wildlife people that unless they kill these animals in- 
side their iences, they cannot be compensated. The question has been, how 
can they manage to kill such a large number of animals. 

Apart from the damage the animals have done to the grasslands and property, 
the overriding fear is that the animals, unless water is made available to 
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thea, will ali die. in the absence of ground water, the animale in their 
natural habitent weually resort to wild fruite like kgengwe, Lifrije and 
Kgopane, which are fot easily found in the Kweneng Dietrict. 

Residents of theese areae have dieclosed thet already « large number of 
theee animale have perished because of thiret, Thoee that have fot, move 
up and down in large nunbere seeking water, Some are reported to be even 
drinking with cattle in their troughe of jumping reservoir if they cannot 
find any in the troughe. 

Residents reported that @ore and more of theese animale are -oming every~ 
day some of which epill ower to the adjacent Kgatieng District. 
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GO-SEKGWENG VILLAGE DESPERATELY NEEDS WATER 
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ETHIOPIA 

PROGRESS OF APFORKSTATION PROGRAM NOTKD 

Addis Ababa THE ETHIOPIAN HERALD in English 12 Aug 60 p 6 

|Text) Addie Ababa (BH)--An agregate total of 35,000 hectares of land 
across the country were planted with different species of trees in 1979 
alone compared to 3,000 hectares in 1975, it was rewealed here yesterday. 

The informtion wae released by Comrade Wondwosen Meseele, head of the 
forestry and Wildlife Development Department within the Ministry of 
Agriculture, We said the afforestation and reafforestation programme 
launched by the department hase made 4 steady progress over the yeare and 
added that the plan for 1980 is to plant 43,000 hectares of land on 
selected sites in different parte of the country with trees, 

According to the head of the department 4 aajor part of the planting of 
tree seedlings wae carried owt in the northern and eastern parte of the 
country. Pigures furnished by the of the hectarage planted 
between 1976 to 1978 ic given ae 6,000, 12,000 and 15,000 respectively. 

in terme of financial investment, Comrade Wondwosen noted that the expen- 
diture has climbed drastically from 4 @ere 7 aillion Birr in 1975 to 
around 51 @illion Birr in 1960. The expenditures from 1976 to 1979 were 
i5, 2, 24 and 47 @illion Birr. Comrade Wondwosen pointed out that the 
lion's share of the financial involvement is borne by the Ethiopian govern- 
@ent with the aesistance of international organizations like the Swedish 
international Development Authority (SIDA), PAO/UNDP and the World Pood 
Programme (WFP). The government of the Pederal Republic of Germany is 
aleo extending financial as well ae aeterial and technical assistance. 

The head of the department underlined that forestry development is 4 very 
difficult undertaking a8 it requires selecting the right kind of seedlings 
and ourseries, He said it is difficult because most of the planting of 
seedlings is dome in remote areas, where the seedlings are open to tres- 
passers including cattle. We stressed the need for keeping forest scouts 
that protect the woods agsinst wildfires. 
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Speaking 4 Gut the objectives of the forestry programme, he said the 
priority tesk ie to develop government plantations; the second will be 
the soil and water conservation scheme in denuded areas and the third 
sector te the tree planting activity undertaken by peasants’ associations 
if various parts of the country, Seedlings are freely provided by the 
department, he added, 

Compade Wondwosen said the problem of deforestation is widely apparent 4s 
the nation's trees are being used for industrial purposes, construction, 
fuel wood and (\e production of echareoal, Clearing of land for agrieul- 
tural developaent is the other factor affecting the nation's forestry 
wealth, He said the annual lose is estimated at about 200,000 hectares 
and the ongoing forestry programme is designed to counterbalance the lose 
in the next five years should things proceed at the present rate. 

The head of the department enumerated future plans that call for national 
forests to have all facilities of their own or What ic known a6 state 
forest operations. Under the extension service peasants associations will 
be encouraged to start community forestry of their own and aake optique use 
of forestry products, 

Comrade Wondwosen noted that it was with the intention of properly managing 
the nation's forests and developing them in future that an intermediate 
forestry institute has been set up at Wondo Guenet. He said the institute 
graduated recently its second batch of 286 { restry technicians in addition 
to 22 others that turned out last year, He said the graduates were posted 
to serve in the different regions of the country and in future it is planned 
to convert the institute into 4 forestry college. 

in his concluding remrks Comrade Wondwosen stressed once more that forestry 
development ic 4 very responsible task, We eaid destroying forests is 4 
grave error and noted that forests are vital resources for our very exis- 
tence, 

C80: 9000 



MEASURES ADVOCATED AGAINST FISHING BY DYNAMITE 

Acera GHANALAN TIMES in Bnglish 20 Aug 80 p 2 

[Bditerial: “Killing The Fish") 

[Text] Perhape it is premature to ask the Police or Navy to form an iniand 
watere patrol unit of emall but powerful moter boats to check the crime of 
dynamite fishing that te rearing ite ugly head in Ghana. 

Fishing by dynamiting the water is 4 very serious problem in 4 sumber of 
African countries which possess several inland waters, such as Tanzania, 
and t) ose Governments have veen forced to pass lawe against it. 

With the Volta Lake, Lake Bosumtwi, and Weija Lake aiready in existence 
and others soon to follew after the completion of gore hydroelectric and 
irrigation projects, Goana will soon possess 4 vast array of major fishing 
inland watere. 

The dynamiting has started in the Weije Lake. As the dynamite explodes it 
kille the fish, and the fishermen simply collect them from the surface of 
the ‘.ee. But it aleo destroys « lot of the young fish, thereby gradually 
but seriously decreasing the fish population. 

Dynamiting ie probably taking plece in the Volta Lake, too, and no one can 
be sure how uch dead fish we have been buying in the markets. 

The inland waters should be patrolled. Legislation is also called for to 
check the dynamiting early enough. 

C80: 9000 
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LACK OF REFUSE COLLECTION TRUCKS HAMPERS ACCRA SITUATION 

Accra GHANAIAN TIMES in English 16 Aug 80 p 2 

[Editorial: “A City in Poor Health") 

{Text} Unless you consider seriously the threat posed to life by the poor 
sanitary conditions in Accra, you gay be tempted to accuse the Presse of 
being too fussy about the issue. 

But life cannot be toyed with as if it were a gambling stake, so occasionally, 
we gust draw the attention of the authorities, especially the Accra City 
Council, to some of these deplorable conditions. 

it would be unfair to close our eyes to the attempte by the council in 
recent times to improve the sanitation of the city. 

The plain truth, however, is that the council's best effort so far has not 
scored any appreciable marks, in comparison with what obtains in clean 
cities even by underdeveloped world standards. 

In @ recent radio interview, a high official of the council, quite truth- 
fully, admitted the lapses on ite side, but blamed them on the lack of the 
tools needed to help keep the city clean. 

One area which has consistently fallen below the pass mark is refuse collec- 
tion. There is not 4 single day that one drives around the city without 
being confronted with « dump of refuse, at times even spreading so far as 
to block roade and seal off houses and schools. 

The filth and stench that at times welcome the “intruder” is disastrous 
enough to spoil one's appetite for a day. 

in simple term, it is no good advertisement for the city author ities--nor 
for the Government itself. 

Responsibility 

From the look of things, we are tempted to blame the Governaent too, for 
allawing the council alone tc shoulder a4 responsibility, which appears to 
outweigh its resources. 



For example, modern refuse collection cannot be carried out effectively by 
manual labor alone. The use of special refuse collection trucke te indie 
pensable in thie exercise, The trucks are still net enough. 

We, therefore, appeal to the authorities to examine critically the pian te 
establish a refuse truck assembly plant in the country and, if feasible, 
to give it the necessary support. 

According to our sources, the Finnish company which intends to undertake 
the €19.5 million assembly project, has expressed ite willingness to give 
credit facilities to Ghana for the importation of some of the trucks until 
the proposed assembly plant goes into operation. 

Unless there is any reason why we should continue to have the refuse probles 
with us, not only in Accra but throughout the country, there ie no need 
for the authorities to drag their feet on the matter; especially so, when 
the Accra City Council iteelf has commended the performance of those trucks 
already in use. 

It ie here that we join the council, and 411 other health agencies, in 
appealing to the authorities to be mindful of the unbeatable priority that 
should be given to health services in the country. 

We repeat that only food takes precedence over health--because whether you 
are healthy or 111 you must eat. Nothing elee is more important than good 
health. So the clearing of Accra's engulfing filth is 4 top priority. 

CSO: 5000 



COMMUNIQUE ON DROUGHT--The Government of the People's Revolutionary Repub- 
lic of Guinea inform the national and international public that 4 severe 
drought te affecting the regione of Koundara, Mali, Gaoual, Labe, Tougue in 
Moyenne=Guine@, the regione of Siguiri, Dinguiraye, Kankan, Mandiana, 
Kourousea, Dabola in Haute-Guinee, and even some regions in the forest area 
such a8 Kiesidougouw and Gueckedow. Thies severe situation is unprecedented 
in Guinea and these regions will soon be faced with acute nutritional prob- 
lem affecting two-thirds of the coumtry's population. Indeed, 4 dangerous 
lack of rainfall will create a shortage of foodetuffe with unforeseeable 
consequences for Guinea and ite people. The government aske the people of 
Guinea to adopt the necessary measures in order to face this exceptional 
situation in 4 epirit of austerity and sacrifice and 4 mood of thrift. [Ex- 
cerpt) [Conakry HOROYA in French 12-15 Aug 60 p 1) 
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NIGERIA 

COUNTRY'S PORESTS REPORTED IN GRAVE DANGER 

Lagos DAILY TIMES im English 18 Aug 80 p 1 

larticle by Chris Nnoli) 

(Text) Nigeria's forest is under the threat of total destruction--it is 
official, 

And the agents of destruction if not checked, would by 1995 deforest most 
parts of the federation. 

The enemies of our forests include high demand for land reclamation and 
the tapping of forest resources for both commercial and domestic uses, 

A survey on the situation of the Nigerian rain forest carried out by the 
Federal Department of Forestry (FDP) in conjunction with the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) and Food and Agriculture Organisation (PAO), 
said that 90 percent of cooking in the country was done with firewood. 

in spite of improved standard of living, gost homes still use firewood, 
the report added, 

The situation could get worse unless efforts were redoubled to intensify 
Nigeria's afforestation programme, 

Pressure 

Early last year during 4 workshop in the state of Nigerian rain forest 
belt organised by the National Committee on Man and Biosphere (MAB), 4 
veteran forester, Mr. C.F.A. Onochie, said Nigeria's rain forest had no 
bright future, 

Many cx.casive areas noted for their vegetation density about 40 years 
ago in Western Nigeria or in the Benin Porest have virtualiy disappeared. 

“Apart from very remote parts of the Cross River State, it was doubtful if 

rain forest could be found anywhere today in Nigeria,” Mr. Onochie added, 



Giving reasons for the high demand being made on the forests, the UNDP/PAO 

report showed that the expansion of economy witnessed these past decades 
has created 4 pressure on the forests, 

At the (PDF) office in Lagos the director of the department, Mr A. Oseni, 
said he was very optimistic that his department would not fail the 
country. 

Hie explained that the PDF had since intensified ite efforts to ensure that 

Nigeria did not run out of wood in 1995, 

cso; 9000 
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NIGERIA 

COMMENTARY URGES PEOPLE TO CONTRIBUTE TO FLOOD PREVENTION 

ABO041520 Lagos Domestic Service in English 0600 GMT 4 Sep 80 

[Station commentary | 

(\lext) Nigeria is a lucky nation in that she is not in the zones of such 
devastating natural disasters as earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes and 
monsoons which kill by the thousands and leave immeasurable destruction 
in their trail. But this country now and again is at (word indistinct] 
of natural disasters of less intensity such as drought, desert encroach- 
ment, locust invasions, soil erosion and (?famine). 

Early thie week, Ibadan, the Cyo state capital, had yet another visitation 

of flooding in which scores of lives were lost and severe damage was done 
to property. As we all know, the city had experienced flood disasters 
eeveral times within the last 2 decades. The last one was in 1976, in 
which at least 32 people got killed and goods worth millions of naira 
lost. The main cause of the perenial problem in Ibadan is, of course, 
the Ogun-Kpan River the time it overflows its banks during heavy rains. 
To tackel the problem, the state government, after the 1978 occurence, 
announced a program for the rechannelization of the stream to ensure 
easy flow of ite waters. A contract was awarded but work did not start. 

Now, the present administration in the state has given out a contract 
of 12 million naira for the project. With the new experience of flooding 
and ite aftermath, it is the hope of many people that work on the scheme 
will not be delayed but, in fact, speeded up in view of the fact that 
the rains are still with us and will come again. it must be pointed 
out, however, that the construction of channels and the building of 
drainage systems alone will not stop the occurence of flooding, which 
of course is not peculiar to Ibadan only. It is the use of which ve put 
these facilities which will make them to bring the tide down. 

The painful experience in this country is that many of our people do not 

make good use of the ficilities provided for us by the public authorities. 
The general practice is for people to throw garbage, including bottles, 
cans, refuse and even heavy objects like stones and blocks into the 
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drainage system, thereby blocking the passage and impeding the flow of 
water, And 60, when the rains come, flooding aleo comes, it is therefore 
necessary tor all our people, both in the urban and rural communities, 
to cultivate the habit of keeping our surroundings clean by refraining 
from any practice that is inimical to the proper functioning of public 
facilities, 

Another natural disaster akin to flooding is soil erosion, This too 
has done havoc in several parte of the couniry this year. The areas 
affected included parte of Anambra, Imo, Croes River, and Bendel states, 
During his official visit to Anambra state in July, President Shehu 
Shagari paid special attention to the erosion problem, and inspected some 
of the affected areas. Because of the seriousness of the problem, the 
present administration has set aside 11 million naira for the execution 

of am anti-erosion program in Imo and Anambra states. The program involves 
the commissioning of a firm of consultants to undertake a study on ways 
of combating the erosion problem throughout the country using Anambra 
and imo states as investigation zones, 

There are also plans to build laboratories for erosion studies sited in 
Kaduna, Jos, Ibadan and Umudike. 

As for desert encroachment, it is another national phenomenon and this 
country has been vigorously fighting it through a program of afforestation 
and the tree planting campaign. In fact, tree planting campaigns are 
annual exercises in Sokoto, Kaduna and some other states, where vast 
shelter belts have been created as a means of warding off the advance 
of the desert. As part of its efforts to bring succor to victime of these 
disasters, the federal government established the National Emergency 
Relief Agency with state committees. And, to further demonstrate national 
concern over these problems, presidential teams are being sent to assess 
damage done in any areas so as to advise the government on necessary steps. 

in the recent Ibadan incident, the national assembly also dispatched 
4 delegation to the scene in addition to that of the president. By and 
large, it has been established that the natural disasters which we know 
in this country are quite preventable. All that is required, therefore, 
is for every one to contribute his own quota and thereby save the nation 
the problem of battling with avoidable disasters. 



ONLY THREE DAMS FULL--Only three of the country's 45 major dame are full, 
according to the Ministry of Water Development. They are: Sheet Dam, 
Lesapi (Lake Rusape), and the Palawan Dam. Eight dams are more than 90 
percent full, These are: Impali (99,3), Siya (98,4), Odeani (96,9), 
Blanket, Mayfair, Dutchman's Pool, Mvarazi and Kyle. Dams more than 60 
percent full are: Tiyabengi, Ingweei, Inyakuni, Neema Lower, Tuli Makwa, 
Blockley, Cactus Poort, Darwendale, Hunyani Poort (Lake McIlwaine), Sebakwe, 
The Range, Whitewaters, Mvenji, Gwengoro and Manjirenji. The Umgusa Dam, 
Eben, Ngesi and Ruti are more than 70 percent full. Antelope, Rixon, 
Umh langwa, Umeingwane, Claw and Ngondoma dame are more than 60 percent full 
and Mushandike is 54,5 percent full. Mazce, Khami and Bangala dame all 
are more than 40 percent full while Mananda and Neema Upper are more than 
30 percent. The lowest figure recorded is 25,1 percent for Suri Suri Dam. 
{Text} ([(Saliebury THE HERALD in English 4 Sep 60 p 13) 
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fLeation insteliations, the construction of whieh | 
“.se@nte of the *Orenburgprametroy® Trust have 
it hee been working on the Orenburg Meat Combine 
nae wblileed searcely 
rubber engineering arti 
of Ue clrewle water 
sowever, the end ie not in 

amounte of pollutente every 
the purification installations of 
Gisrupted, Their start-up i+ very iaportent. 
the beed enterprise of the 
river. 

installations. The mighty agri 
changed to industrial ectivity. 
The economic development of the 
virorgmern\ea. protection. 

It le especially acute at the vi liage 



This ie bee @eeiior farms, The manure fram these Mow 
Lite etreame ane i vere, i } Fesidente are appearing bo the Minletry of iture end 

,bbee of AgPioulture be create « organise 
apd servicing of compact cation installations 

ie efeal ceed for Ua, coneerned 
iso cannot forget about the weeles, 
wabure crotectio service in the agriculture 
oR iaboratory Wile woud ensure pollution 

eee, prevent polletion of rivers, 

Lhe Buropean Soviet Union, only the Volge ie 
dep le sot ae greet. The anual flow 

omer tim, aan 
wuch condi \ Wade across without difficulty, Under 

insignifice \ concentration of pollutente become 
wooket of water is one Uhing, it is 
& gieee of weber is another matter, 

the purity of the river means « struggle 
Thie ie po eleple matter along the banke 

: : f t i f 
gt! F 

However, @uch expienatory wore f) »oop.cs' 
of the All-Russian Society for ‘ature Protection 

curved at the beginning of my artic.e. The USSR Ministry of Non-Perrous 
Metallurgy should Lead the way to ‘ts introduction, We must purify the 



streams in the Gay, Mednogores and Kuvendyk industrial centere eo Unet theese 
waters can be weed for irrigation, The means and the technica) docunente- 
tion are matters of allocstion by the Maletry. 

The laduetrial fereee of elties in the mney Susie on alien, SS 
fieh are multiplying, the orop ere increasing. Moreover river 
provides the living water for eli of this, In order not to diminish 
must aeeiet it today and in the future, 

2791 
S801 =6§000 
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botanical, soological, icthyological, ornithological 
and others), the SOR Litnuanian Netional Pars (with an area of 30,900 hectares) 



lyk ancient dendrologica) parks, 546 exotic trees and 111 geological na- 
tural menor ale. Newebort glase snakes (Uphisaurue apodus) are also pro- 
tected. 

Protection and gathering of medicinal plante, cute and wild forest berries 
are reguieted anc times, methods and procedures for their collection have 
been established. A list of rare plante and plants subject to rigid pro- 
tection has been complied and is redefined each year. 

A ayetem of stele enviromental contro] was 
successfully. . © example, the Ministry of 
of Water Keonom monitor water use and conduct water 
measures. A senitation and ep coal etation monitors the sanitary 
state of the biosphere and the Admini on of the Hydrameteorological 
Service and Environmental Contro] includes a service for collection and 
trangmission of information concerning the pollution levels of the atao- 
ephere, reservoirs, etc.. 

Many ministries, departments, enterprises anc farms 
anmal and long-term environmental protection plans. However, some of these 
involve only the creation of parks in the territory. They should be dis- 
cussing systematic nature protection education and a complex approach to the 
problem of environmental protection and means of increasing the responsibil- 
ity for solution of these problems by each sector of the national economy 
and by each enterprise. 
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Yor example, we ai. constantly realise how unpleasant it is to breathe in 
areas with heavy autamobiie traffic. Places such as thie are increasing 
every year. The motor vehicle fleet is growing ewiftiy. It would appear, 
naturally, thal urban residents must become accustomed to such « situation, 
however, analysis shows that there are real possibilities of reducing the 
level of automobile exhaust emissions. Thies requires, first of all, that 
each driver, each chief of an ATP /Motor Transport Reg » @ach motor 
vehicle lnapector and automobile maintenance worker engure the 
proper tunejup of the engine and prevent any excess of exhausts. As you 
eee, the solution of this problem requires the efforte of many persons and 
4 responsible, complex approach to the situation. Additional measures are 
required for the protection of lakes from over-growth and for the increase 
of fish populations (regrettably, they are not increasing in most reser- 
volre and the productivity of each hectere of these waters is lower than 
what is required for the growing oumber of workers), for the increase of 
oo Sere So Sete Ga ae GS Gas Se a 
in the 5SR Lithuenten Book. 

‘Question? The environmental protection law became effective in our > a 
“Lic in T959, What caused @ need for new nature protection legislation 

7 Snvironmental protection has become a matter of state policy i 
our country. I discussed this in considerable detail at the 
our conversation. Our forests have become richer, there have been signi- 
ficant increases in the oumber of elke, red deer, wild boars, waterfowl 

anc f' sh populations have aleo increased. The endangered eurochs and 
beavers are being reestablished. Our fauna has been replenished by musk- 
rate, pheasants, fallow-deer, mouflons and some species of fish and 
vertebrates. They all are becoming acclimatised and i 
productivity of bunting and fishing areas. 

However, time does not stand still. The rapid course of the scientific and 
technical revolution requires constant improvement of legislation in order 
to protect (as much as possible) nature from the harmful effects of man's 
economic activity. For tnat very reason, drafts of laws concerning the 
protection and use of the anima) world aad concerning air quality control 
were submitted at the national discussion this year. 

The first of these provides nationwide protection for all useful species of 
aiimals. This is very important since many of these, without man being 
aware of it, play a fruitful role in processes of soil formation and forma- 
tion of vegetation cover and determine the biological properties of water 
or, in 4 word, are an integral link of the matter and energy cycle in nature. 
However, not only the animals must be preserved but also their habitet met 
be maintained. A new law provides for this. 

The problem of air quality control is seen to be of special importance. Air 
pollution deteriorates the entire biosphere. It causes changes in the soil, 



in the deptie of the earth § Ue water and has «@ ruinous effect upon al) 
life. ew .awe provide for further sanitation of the environment for pre- 
gervation of the riches of living nature and for diversity of the animal 
world, 

Question? Our reader E, Kotove from Leningrad proposes some measures for 
amplifying environmental protection. Many of these, as you have said, al- 
ready have been realised in our republic. A SSR Lithuanian National Park 
has been established, What problems face ue in this area? 

Natic «1 parks constitute a special form of environmental protectin, 
distinction to preserves, they are intended also for touriem and short, 

transient vacations. Economic activity in national parke ie provided for. 
However, it must conform certainly and completely to their nature protection 
purpose. This implies an exemplary combination of economic and nature pro- 
tection measures. in a word, national parks are intended tu be schools 
for instilling care for the environment ‘° specialiste of all sectors. In 
our republic, only the first steps have been taken in this direction. 

(rostion "Everyone is responsible" seems to be the basic thought of « 
etter reader 1. Belokur in which he tells about « case in which his 

attempt to hold responsible some juveniles who were destroying green plant- 
‘cas led to great objections from their parents. In connection with this, 
it woulc be interesting to know how extensively the public is involved in 
environmental protection work. 

I shall reply directly. Environmental protection work involves 
of thousands of volunteers who donate much time and energy to thie 

matter. Public inspectors from this institute which was the 
republic in 1956 play an important role in this. In each rayon, public 
inspections are established during state inspections. In recent years, 
together with these, specialised public detachments are being ever more 
actively involved in the work. Thus, in Trakayekiy Rayon, such detachment 
are organised in the settlements of Elektrenay, Vevis, Orig 
tadvaris and Semelishkes and in Teurage <= at 6 Soviet and 7 groupe in the 
Gistrict center. The detechments receive much assistance from regional and 

to 
municipal executive committees of Soviets of working Peoples' Deputies: 
© Spring, during spawning of fish, in Summer, in supervising obedience 
rules for short vacations and in Winter, in the organization of the pro- 
tection of animals from “winter starvat‘on.* 

A email but aggressive specialised detachment operates in Zara: §§y Rayon. 
Deputy chief of the militia A. Leshchyauskas heads it. Their \ era- 
tion involves raids on violators of the Envirormentel Protectic... and 
violators of hunting and fishing rules. At the same time, public »; irited 
persons conduct preventive work and monitor observance of established rules 
and requirements for hunting and fishing. In the past » our public 
spirited people published 3,596 articles, presented 1 969 lectures and talks 
on environmental protection probiems, 



stion7 le the aabure protection ayoven being developed in the republic 
Suetified in your opinion? oer bli Milttee eheounter a Jatfow depart= 

feinlea. @pproa@en Guriti, biis salenhen of thie of that part leuset economic 

p Fub lem!’ What te ite position ih Chese cases ; 

Every citisen of our country is responsible for nature — 
Le ie one of the propositions of the Constitution. Naturally, the 

cesponait ility of directors of sectors of the national economy and of 
enterprises is much greater. It appears that, at thie stage of develop- 
meant of society, the system of environmental protection is completely 
justified. You know in the sense the existing ayetem is perfectly 
clear. it calle for the sensible use and the comprehensive protection of 
those natural riches on the bDa@is of which production exists and 
develops, The eki —— of rational management and strict 
control over absolute observance of the nature protection »orms and rules 
provides the greatest possibilities here. This is especialiy true since 
ali sectors are obliged to conduct their affairs with consideration not 
only of their needs for today but aleo in consideration of future needs. 
Naturally, we al) are pleased by the achievements of workers in agriculture, 
forestry and reclamation who, year after year, ever more actively help to 
create the best conditions of existence for man and animals. 

in regard to the facts of a narrow departmental approach to the soiution»! (!)'» 
r that arti: at economic probel®, the committee still must deal with 

them. Here is one example, In order to ensure a supply of water to in- 
dustrial enterprises and to create more favorable vacation conditions for 
workers of the town, the Ukmergekiy district executive committee wanted 
to construct a dam on the Shventoy River several years ago. This, how- 
ever requires a change in its hydrologicai regime and would prevent fien 
from reaching their spawning grounds since the building of the reservoir 
would lead to silting in of the shores. Therefore, the committee opposed 
this version. The Council of Ministers of the Repubiic supported our point 
of view. It seemed possible to solve the problem without any damage to 
nature. Construction of a pond filled with river water along the Shventoyi 
was proposed, 

The position of the committee in all such situations is the samejto ensure 
by all possible means, that the economic activity did not harm the en- 
viromment. Our main problem now and for years to come involves the moni- 
toring of the observance of the we and achieving of scientifix 

coordination of the activity of Ministries, departments and organiza 

tions for the protection, rational use and restoration of natural resources. 

stio "Last year we had visitors,' writes ¥. Vedernikov ‘from Kaunas. 
took to admire the Neman River. When we crossed the foot-bridge, 

we noticea that the river water was brownish-yellow color and that many 
fish were floating on their backs." Of course there are other known cases 
in which the production activity of plants, factories, kolkhoses or sovk- 
hoses damage wildlife in reservoirs. What work is being performed in the 
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republic for purification of waste waters’ When will it be powsible to say, 
ror example, that the Neman carries only pure waters into the Baltic Sea? 

Lhnawez7 Speaking in Dnepropetrovek, comrade L,I, Breshnev said "The 
eee SS ee, Se oe ee & 6 state is a State 

was 4 time when we tried to start up a more quickly, to 
production at any price. Today, we must build so as to prevent environ- 
mental damage " 

Protection of water quality ie an inseparable part of nature protect 
There ‘a now being completed, in the republic, compilation 

‘ complex use @i.c protection of the water resources of all ri 
ificatios installations are under construction in Tengare 
inga and Paneveshis and are to be constructed 

Plunge and Readvilishkis. Daily purification of waste waters 
cubic meters in 1976 but totaled 431,000 cubic meters in 
presentiy underway consideration of methods to stop the dumping of 
sewage in rivers of the Baltic Sea Basin by 1965. 

much has been done to protect reservoirs and yet there are still cases of 
liution of them and instances of fish kills. The guilty, as a rule, are 
ahly punished. Thus, in the past year, committee workers 469 

records of evidence, imposed administrative fines to a sum of |,595 rubles 
and brought suits to the sum of 42 657 rubles. 

Reader V. Vedernikov's warning is justified. Actually, the purification 
installations of a whole series «f enterprises in Kaunas are inadequate. 



habure probection euueation ooeuplee @ pebleesbie pleee in homework and 
exifercurricular work, “lle imeuudes Wie work of young neturaliete circles, 
different Mace Measures “Bire sy,” “Spring Woliday," “Forest and Garden 
Month", ebe., Blelegicoes olympleds, field trips and excursions. Seetions 
of young @embere of tne Leningrad Melure Protection Society, with more than 
OY ere are becoming fore and more active, 

sowever, we are pol eatiefled with whet hese been echiewed, We must 
Loe po.nt eb whlch mature protection inetruetion, especial 
eredes, 7° pene SS PP ¢ Soa, Se, © = 
each student fot only Knows well the situation in respect bo environmmente) 
provec\ion Lawe bul con@elously and actively helps in their realisation. 

(ren. the industrial potential of the republic and the scales of 
residential ee © ee ae ae Are envi rommente) 
protection probleme being completely and in © repective 
during thle growth? 

Z 7 Ge the whole there is undoubted progress in thie ares. at the 
came time, | would eay, we must mention the fecte which a i> 
oe A oy pede ay Tae — let we say, purification in- 
staiatione in Jtene were constructed wi i 
term development of the town. 
pol.ution of the Viehwon River 

Arbitration levied « 
*asotes® for air 
of the situation 

The enewer bere is simple: here 
of fertilisers and treatment with toxic chemicals. it is necessary to 
of thie outright in order to avoid, so to say, the pernicious effect of 
chemistry om ihe environment. 



it te well mown that gramuieted fertilisers are more difficult to remove 
from Une acil. Thke Meane it would be advantageous to expand their use, 
AL the same time, we must search persietentiy for substances which, as 
fertiliser componente, will possibly be more diffieult to wasn out of the 
eoll, it le Just ee important to concentrate the efforte of scientists on 
the of a \mproved technology of application of 
n order, example, thal epring watere do not carry 
part of them from the fleide. 

More rigid mule» for choosing river protection sones 
ed in the repu ic. They should be effective tere 
from the field. 

Reduction of ‘oe uae of toxic chemicals and 
of their wee le etili worealietic. Ww 
present, corn growere are working each Sth day for 
of their labor ar ae ee FF eee oe ee ee 
At the same time, even the use of toxic chemicale still does not 
large enough crope. it will doubtless increase with the help of 
scientific production association for agrochemical 
which was created in the republic in the past year. 

Laaoets Sporte fishing mules io the republic are rather severe 
special ire set eside for thie activity. 
ing permitted here, making it difficult, as some fishermen 
cateh even @ email perch’ 

(inoves/ Whoever sewumes that fish frequently do not bite 
ime to time, they are caught in pete is wrong. Other 
© bite or not to bite, including the condi of the 
of the water and weether conditions. There are now 
fishermen in the republic. In i979, they caught approximately 
quintals of fish. in my opinion, this is &@ good catch. 

fii 

even more 
need 

infustrial fishing takes 4.7 = 5,000 quintale of fish 
of the republic. The catehes still do not satisfy the 
the people. Fish are provided first to hospi 

Aeservoirs are restocred from fish farm 



In coneluaton, | want to Uienk a) readers of “Soviet Lithuania’ who 
participate in our daliy conversations and | want to sesure them thet 
enviromental protection work in our repub..c will become ever more fruit- 
ful, for man, for nature and for society! 



PROTECTION OF ALVER LENA-=The Yakut ASSR Gouncil of Ministers has considered 
the problem "Measures for Preventing Pollution of Rivers of the Arctic Basin 
from Ships and Shore inetallations of the lena Wified Steamship Line and 
the lena Basin Passage Administration” and the critical remarke expressed in 
the article “The River Lena Flows” (SOVETSKAYA ROSSTYA, 10 March 1980). 
The criticism is appropriate. The Yakut ASSR Gouncil of Ministers made it 
incumbent upon the lena Unified Steamphip Line, the lena Basin Passage 
Administration, enterprises and institutions and departments having a fleet 
and also upon monitoring agencies to develop and implement measures which 
ensure the elimination of deficiencies noted in the article “The River Lena 
Flaws" in 1980-1985, Executive committees of local Soviets of People's 
Deputies are obliged to adopt exhaustive measures for reinforcing the 
monitoring of observance of the rules of maintenance and operation of fleets 
of small ships owned and operated by private citigsens. [By S. Markin, 
chairman of the Yakut ASSR Gounci! of Ministers] [Text] [Moscow SOVETSKAYA 
ROSSTYA in Russian 17 Jul @ p ij 2791 

NOISE CONTROL—Specialists of the Volgograd Inetitute of City Economy have 
comiled a noise chart of Ufa, It gives a graphic presentation of all 
noise sources in the town. Mumicipal services have begun to put into 
practice the recommendations of the ecientists. Purther development of Ufa 
is impossible without consideration of the “noise” background of the town. 
Architects and design organizations gust sake town building decisions which 
will reduce the noise. “We are now moving in this direction,” says 
chairman of the executive committee of the town Sovet of People's Deputies 
A. Valeyev. Here transportation is concentrated along special routes and 
there is strict control over the working order of all machines. Soa two 
expressways, separated from the residential areas and having dense plantings 
of greenery, will be in operation. [By R. Akhmetov) [Text] [Moscow 
IZVESTIYA in Russian 16 Jul @ p 6) 2791 
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/ARROR [SLANDS ESTABLISHES ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY 

Copenhagen INPORMATION in Danish 9-10 Aug 60 p 6 

Article by Lasse Edley: “Paeroes in Difficulties with Respect to the 
Feel; ev} 

|Text) Until sometime in the last century the 
faeroes were 4 prime example of a society finely 
attuned to nature. Now, however, the Faeroes have 
environmental problems to combat, in addition to 
economic probleme. Among Paeroese environmental - 
iste there is belief in the possibility of cre- 
ating a localiy rum society on an ecological basis. 

The geography of the Paeroes--steep cliffs, stony grassy slopes and scat- 
tered \uxuriant valley bottome--has always limited exploitation of the 
land for agriculture. Of the total area of 1,399 eq ke only 6 percent 
has thus far been cultivated, 

The Faeroes have been populated for over 1,000 years, and for their 
survival the soil has had to be fully exploited. Through the centuries 
the lesson of how it can be done without at the same time destroying 
conditions for life for the long range has been learned. 

Mountain slopes have been pastured by 4 certain number of sheep, and 

shepherds have seen to it that the right places were grazed at the right 
time. The lush valley bottome have been enclosed by stone fences as 
home fields and reserved for an appropriate number of cattle and grain 
and hay growing. Social organization was in close accord with the way 
in which the soil was used. Each comunity had at ite disposal a4 cer- 
tain land area, and what could be produced there was shared among the 
farmers of the locality according to 4 certain ratio. Thus there was no 
property in the form of fields, but in the form of a kind of shares. 
for @xampie, up until about 100 years ago all sheep were owned in conm- 
mon, and each farmer received his share of the total production at the 
time of butchering and clipping. We was thus interested in “handling 
lovingly” the entire flock of sheep of the settlement since he could 

not pick out his own.* 

*0n Ecology, by Peder Agger and Jesper Brandt 
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foday, aaficulture plave a far emalier role in the Paeroes than it did 

formerly, While wee! and wee! produete accounted during the 1700's for 

#0 percent of experts, it wae in 1977 under | percent, Sheep herders 

fo longer exiet, sheep having in most places become privately owned, 
Graging is therefore fo longer eo efficiently carried on, and even though 
modern methods of combating diseaee have been introduced and feed supple= 

ments afe used, Meat production vee net increased, Last winter, which 
was abnormally severe, so many sheep perished that sutton gust now be 
imported from leeiand, 

Cattle raisin, has aleo declined for 4 number of years, and large amounts 
of pasteuriged milk are being imported, in the emaller communities it is 
often impossible to procure fresh milk, 

Experimenta, cattle farme have now been established in several places, 
where experiments are carried on with Bnelieh and Norwegian cattle, as 
well as with (eed types based on hay and imported coarse feed. in 
addition the farmere’ organizations cooperated on a new dairy, which 
efforts together could considerably improve the milk supply. 

Grain erowing in the Paeroes has been abandoned, but some hay and pota- 
toes afe grown with the aid of chemical fertilizers. 

Modern Fisheries 

Since the middle 1800's fishing has grown into the main industry. Tech- 
nological developments have created constantly improved fishing vessels 
and equipment. Because there has been ample investment in the fishing 
industry the Faeroes today have one of the world's most advanced fishing 
fleets. 

Fish and fish products today constitute over 90 percent of FPaeroese 
exports, and it is due to this that the Paeroes in 1960's and 1970's were 
able to show greater growth than ever before. 

With a surplus in the balance of trade the Paeroes were in 1977 able to 
import goods to the value of close to | billion kroner for a population 
of about 43,000, so that per capita the Paeroes imported about 40 per- 
cent more than did Denmark. In 1979, however, the balance of trade sur- 
plus turned to «a deficit of no less than 700 eillion kroner because «4 
stop was put to the fisheries expansion. 

The EC has imposed a fishing quote upon the Faeroese and fishermen are 
kept away from fishing erounds within the 200-aile limits of other 

countries. This hits particularly hard because Paeroese fishing has 
been based primarily upon fishing in distant waters and concentrated 
upon bringing home large catches distributed among a few species of 
fish. Narrow economic interests, with no regard for ecological con- 
siderations, have been dominant in the development of the fisheries. 



In Mareh 1980, the Paeroese Lagting |parlaiment) adopted a crisis plan, 
calling, among other things, for large subsidies for the fishing indue- 
try, the funde fer thie to be obtained through higher taxes and fees and 
other economic belt tightening by the general population. 

The Great Growth 

The prosperous yeare have brought a etandard of living and a consumption 
to the Paeroes barely distinguishable from that of Denmark. 

During the 1970 to 1977 period the number of passenger care increased 
from 2,195 to 7,456. A network of roads and tunnele through the other~- 
wise impassable terrain has been built, but the narrow roads and the 
ctowded houses were not created for automobile traffic. Mass transit 
hae fot developed apace with the passenger car traffic; during the period 
mentioned the number of buses increased only from 55 to 69. 

The largest towne of the Paeroes, with their appurtenant fishing harbors 
and industries attract young people from the country districts. The 
districts slowly lose the basis for maintaining 4 number of social func- 
tioms. Vacant houses in the country are bought by people from Thorshavn, 
among other places, are are used a8 vacation spots. 

Enerey Supply 

Thanks to the Gulf Stream the FPaeroese climate is mild all year long. 

in earlier times peat was used ae fuel. in places where there were no 
real peat bogs peat was cut from the best parte of pastures. According 
to an old custom this was done by peeling off the uppermost layer of 
erases, removing the underlying peat, and replacing the turf. This pre- 
vented erosion, the peat reestablished iteelf, and sheep could continue 
to graze, 

During World War Il the remaining peat bogs were so intensively exploited 
that today there are almost no real peat boge left in the Faeroes. 

Today the energy supply of the Paeroes is based almost exclusively on 
oil, and the rising oil prices do not improve the economy of the Faeroes. 

There are large amounts of energy available, however, if potential hydro- 
electric energy is fully exploited. This can be done by means of the 
so-called “Roof Gutter Projects.” These involve gathering the waters 
from a qumber of rivers by putting roof gutters in the mountains and 
conducting it to reservoirs behind dems, whence it turns turbines for 

energy. 

*Statistical Yearbook, 1979 



The Faeroese electric power company ae proposed sueh a project built 
along the west side of Eysteroy island, among other places, The fiver 

waters will then be conducted northward to Ride, If this is done the 
lower courses of the rivers will be dry, with serious consequences for 
animal and plant iife, At the same time it will lead te fleeding of a 
rare natural environment of emal! islands and bogs, 

The Roof Gutter projects have initially met with unexpected resistance 
from enviroumentalists and the loca! population, and have for the time 

being been pu’ on the shelf, Perhaps the outeome of the conflict in 
Norway surrounding the Alta River project is being awaited before any- 
thing is done, 

Opponents of the Roof Gutter Project have proposed that as an al terna- 
tive an electric power cable be laid from the Paeroes to leeland, where 
there should be »coseibilities for a far more effective exploitation of 
hydroelectric power without consequent serious effects upon the environ- 
ment. ideas have alewo been advanced concerning wave and tidal energy. 
At the present time the first Danish-type windmill is being built in 
the Faeroes, and it is to be hoped that this will produce good results. 

Local Pollution 

lf one reads the Faeroese Environment Protection Law of 1970 one wonders 
at paragraph |, which estates: “Any pollution of the environment with 

paper, bottles, plastics, glass fragments, ete., is forbidden,” 

Still, refuse pollution is very widespread in the Faeroes. People are 
probably no more wasteful than before, but the refuse has changed char- 
acter, from once being easily decomposed to today containing materials 
not easily broken down. While formerly it was almost an “ecological 
act" to leave offal around, it amounts to pollution today. 

To alleviate the problem a combustion plant has been built outside 
Thorshavn. (How the emoke is cleaned I do not know, but I hope it is 

done effectively, for only a few hundred meters away it sweeps across the 
city's drinking water reservoir.) 

It is also very common to dump waste water from housing into rivers. 
When the sheep are washed with strong soap, the rivers are once and for 
all “cleansed of life.” 

Clobal Pollution 

in addition to its own pollution, the Faeroes aiso enjoy sulphur and 

environmenta! poisons from other parts of the world. 

An example that makes one think is the radioactive pollution that occurred 

in the early 1960's following atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons. 
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hiSO lexpafeion unknown) hee since 1962 presented annual reporte on radio= 

active downfall! in the Paeroes, measured by the isotopes strontium=-90 and 
cesium !37,.* During the years following the nuclear tests greatly 
weteamed amounts of radioactive material were found in a number of foods, 
in drinking water, and in the bone tiseve of the population of the 
faerees, it wae shown, among other things, that there wae 5 times as 
much stroatium=90 in the @ilk in the Paeroes as in Danish milk, though 
the content in the Danish milk had alee increased, Thies is not 4 pleas- 
ant thought, in partieular since the amount of radioactive material needed 
for it to be carcinogenic is unknown, 

The investigations establiahed that the Faeroes are, because of soil con- 
ditions and the heavy precipitation, far more sensitive to radioactive 
fallout than, for example, Denmark, We mus  herefore hope that the 
fPaeroes will net become 4 victim of the hey ent handling of nuclear 
power by other countries, 

in order not to become completely lost in sombre prospects, I shall point 
to some of the brighter sides still, in epite of all, extant in the 

Culture of the Paeroes 

In view of the explosive development seen and the many external inf lu- 
ences, the Paeroese culture in the countryside is still “Paeroese."” Old 
food, singing and dancing traditions are kept alive. Things are taken 
ee they come--and as the weather dictates. As 4 foreigner one has 
little trouble chatting with people and getting 4 little heip along the 
road, 

Sucial and cultural probleme of the size of those of Greenland are not 
characteristic of Paeroese society. 

Last year, the first TV station was established in the FPaeroes, and it 
ean hardly be prevented from putting its stamp on the culture of the 
Paetoes. 

The Landscape 

The landscape of the Paeroes, with mountains, valleys, fjords and straits, 
was formed when the glaciers of the ice age formed and the weather eroded 
rocks produced willions of years ago by the volcanos of the tertiary era. 

The steep cliffe facing the sea hold an incredibly rich bird life. In 
former times, bird catching and ege gathering were of great importance. 

On a good day, a catcher with his net could takeup to 1,000 birds--auk, 
loon and puffin. Only surplus birds were harvested. 

*fovironmmental Radioactivity in the Faeroes in 1962-1978. RISO 



if fecent yeate ave afd joo Humbefe have dtupped considerably, and these 

two species are how protected, The far more numerous puffin may still be 
hunted, 

The international organization Greenpeace recently called public atten- 
tion te the fact that fin whales are being caught in the FPaeroes, This 

whale, up te 1? meters in length, is next to the blue whale one of the 
largest of whales, Because the fin whale is one of the whales most 
seriously threatened by extinction, the International Whaling Commission 
has banned the catching of fin whales, According to Greenpeace only 
one whaler hae carried on illegal catching, so that it should be easy 

to stop, Catching of threetened whales,...with materials produced in 
other waye...( incomplete « ence in source, ] 

As concerns the FPaeroese catching of the “amall” ca'ing whale, this can 
hardly be of great importance since the hunt still takes place from 

ema!l boats with primitive equipment, as it has been going on for cen- 
turies, 

Grass Roots and Environment 

in speaking with people of the country districts in the Faeroes one 

learns that few think environmental problems are so great that steps 

must be taken. 

The Faeroes have not experienced that proliferation in recent years of 

environment organizations we have seen in Denmark and other Western 
furopean countries. The grass roots movements in the Faeroes must rather 
be said to consist of clubs for aleoholics, religious sects, Boy Scouts, 
sports clubs and the like. 

However, in the spring of 1980 the first Faeroese environment organiza- 

tion, “The Nature and Environment Protection Society of the Faeroes,” 
was establishec. The organization now has 150 members, and has already 
made itself known to the public by raising debate about a number of 

environmental problems. One of the first things to be done was the tak- 
ing up of the “roof gutter projects,” mentioned in the foregoing. The 

people in the affected areas were successfully encouraged to protest. 
In general, however, it has proven difficult to get the people of the 

country district to engage themselves in the struggle for the environ- 
ment. 

The Faeroese Environment Protection Society has an extensive program, 

extending from nature protection in the narrow sense to promoting small 
industry, handicrafts and the like, which can prevent the country dis- 
tricts from languishing. It is thought that smaller enterprises, which 
would not have a chance in competition in, for example, Denmark, are 
still viable in the Faeroes, The representatives of the environment 
,retection society who lean to the Republican Party think the Faeroes 
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caf afd should iteel!l produce 41! Necessities, with only the necessary 

faw materials imported, 

What could aleo alter the Paetoese environment ie transformation of the 

fisheries from distant water fisheries to home waters fisheries. This 

fishery can be based on many different species of fish and can be done 
with emaller and different types of boats, within the 200-mile limit of 
the faeroes, Thie will be a more ecologically defensible way of fishing, 

and at the same time it would create jobs in the country districts. 

Such reforms in farming, industry and fishing could preserve the social 
funetions in the country districts and strengthen decentralization of 
Paeroese society. If at the same time the traditions of home rule of 
the country districts could be preserved and development be undertaken 

on an ecological basis, it might be possible to create something in the 
way of "a basically democratic society on an ecological foundation.” 

with the sudden economic difficulties of the Faeroes and the changes they 

call for taken into account, these ideas are perhaps not purely utopian. 
We can hope that the Faeroese will choose a solution along these lines 

instead of putting on economic blinders and rushing into oi! adventures, 
the tourist industry or the like. 
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FRANCE 

SPRING WATER POLLUTION FEARED FROM RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

Paris CEA NOTES D'INFORMATION in French Jun 80 pp 12-13 

Arttele by Jean Sarcia: "Can the Storage of Radioactive Waste Planned for 
Saitn=Priest=la-Prugne Pollute Springs in the Region?" 

Text) The development of the French nuclear electric 
power plant makes it necessary to have solutions ready 

for the problem of final waste storage. The storage 
center at la Manchego far has made it possible to provide 
final and safe storage for all low-level and medium- 

level radioactivity waste. Although this center is not 
yet full, the construction of a second site is necessary, 
if only to facilitate the servicing of nuclear instal- 

lations in the south of France. The minister of industry 

thus authorized the French AEC to start the preliminary 
studies necessary for the evaluation of the suitability 

of such a site. The Saint-Priest-la-Prugne site was 
finally selected for this project due to the existence 
of a combination of favorable factors: good geographic 
location, good terrain knowledge, suitable for the 

type of storage envisaged with complete safety, area 
moreover unsuitable for agriculture, concern with re- 
storing jobs after the closing of the mine (see NOTE 
D' INFORMATION, No 5, May 1980). 

Can the \torage of radioactive waste, planned at Saint-Priest-la-Prugne 
pollute springs in the region? In a region where the good weather causes 

a heavy flow of tourists and considerable economic activities, it is 

as a matter of fact quite natural and justifiable to ask this question. 

The transfer of radioactivity through water, which one might be afraid of 

in this case, would come from the following mechanism: the water would 

penetrate to the core of the storage area, it would be charged with radio- 
activity in contact with waste, it would then leave the storage area and 
move out into the environment and reach nearby or distant water sources. 

hence the following two questions: can the water infiltrate into the dis- 
posal area and reach the waste? Is there an interconnection of water bodies 

between the Bois-Noirs site and the springs in the region?’ 
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Principle cf Tight Storage 

The waste ia put up in a solid form in order to reduce dispersion, It is 
then placed in containers where it is encased in conerete, in bitumen, or 
in resin; these casings are practically insoluble in water for very long 
durations (several hundreds of years), 

The waste containers are stacked up in the form of "storage unite” or 
sections on a floor base (concrete slab), mostly above the level of the 
water table (at ieast 5 me’ $3). The interstices between containers are 
filled by a hydraulic, alee setting bonding agent (thin cement with various 
additives, for example) w will assure the mechanical resistance of the 
“storage unit’ and which stop the passage of water. The whole thing 
will be covered with clay t least 1 meter) which will insulate the 
storage area against rain water, followed by a layer of earth permitting 

the growth of vegetation over the entire complex; it should be further 
noticed that a drainage layer (e#mall pebbles), between the sod [top soil) 
and the clay, will facilitate the fiowoff of water that has infiltrated 
into the ground. 

If, in spite of all precautions, a little bit of rainwater should flow 

across the “storage unit,” this water would reach the floor base which 
has a siope and it would then be collected in a control basin before 
being expelled into the environment or channeled to a waste treatment 
center, 

The entire storage area is obviously insulated by a drainage network from 

the runoff water in the surrounding earth. 

These are the steps provided for in the Saint-Priest-la-Prugne project. 

The storage area is designed to be watertight. It could be placed anywhere 
because it normally does not involve any expulsion either into the air or 

into the water. 

Strict Tightness Control 

There is not such thing as absolute and eternal tightness. 

What will the tightness level be in practice? 

What will it be like within 20 or 100 years? 

Is the concrete not going to crack and will the floor not buckle? 

All of these questions are legitimate. The structwres described above 

should be put up carefully but they call for a conventional technology 
from which we can expect satisfactory implementation without difficulty. 
Taking the limits of concentration in drinking water established for each 
radioactive element on the basis of international recommendations, ve 

calculated that we would pollute the same volume of water, regardless of 



whether we take the radioactive elements of the mineral extracted [rom 

the mine or the radioactive elements which we plan to store here, In other 

words, in case of total failure of Cightness in the storage complex, we 
would be in a situation similar to the one in the mine until this very 
day. Moreover, contrary to what happens in the case of the mineral , the 
radioactivity of the waste stored will decay rapidly; the essential 
radtoactivity will have disappeared within 100 or 200 years, The 
structures are designed for that span of time, 

lightness will be controlled bY measurements taken both in the nearby water 
table and in the water network, The sensitivity of radioactivity measurements 
— 22 it - 7 it possible to detect traces of radioactivity at con- centrations very much lower than those authori i 
Tn case of leaks, we would thus have reliable fp dn Cranking Waker Ageurat ions. 

danger, enabling us to go into action in time, 

These inspections will be performed by the Ministry of Health, that is to 
say, an authority independent of the the storage facility operator, an 
agency whose authority will be imposed upon the operator in the matter of 
protecting human lives and the environment. 

A liaieon Committee is also planned, comprising local authorities, with a 

view to informing the local population regularly and precisely on the 
progrese of work and on the inspections to be performed. 

Channeling Water into the Environment 

The subsoil in the Boie-Noirs region is heavily broken up. One can thus 
image that there would be an interconnection between the sites and the 

nearby and even remote springs. 

Three observations show that this is not 60: 

Firet of all, the operation of the Saint-Priest-La-Prugne Sine required pumping 
of water in the galleries with a flow rate of about 200 cubic meters per 

hour, which is quite considerable. Over a period of 25 years, close to 
$0 milifon cubic meters of water were taken out. No effects on springs 

in the region were observed. 

Now, this is not always so: in certain other facilities, repercussions 

were observed, going so far as the drying up of the springs. ‘it is thus 
quite evident that nearby springs are not connected to the infiltration 

water from the mine site. A fortiori, the same is therefore true of the 

more remote springs. 

Second, the sine decantation basin contains very specific elements which 

one can identify and dose with very great sensitivity. No trace of these 

elements has been detected in springs in the region. 
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Pina..y, bf we lowe at the Gakeup of therital water, we fifd that the 

Vafious bastihe contalif water that differe (rem one place to the Hert | 

the Water at Chateliden is fet the same a6 at Viehy nor at Charrier, 

Fach basian hae ite own chafacteriatios, ite own individuality, Thies is 

faverabie to the thefal laduetry whieh thus offers a wide variety af 

Springs it Shows that, ae far a8 we are concerned, the basine afe eiosed 

off and that thelr waters do sot compunteate among each other, 

in summary, the »lorage 4fea is considered “outside the water” and on 4 

high ieveil of phthese for 4 duration compatible with the radioactivity 

Of el@ent® et. .red, Thies radioactivity will deerease constantiy and wiil 

essentially heve disappeared within 100<200 years, Very sensitive seasurabente 
would, lone belore any trouble, enable us to detect any possibile leake and 
take action ta Correct then, 

In any case, the C@leulation shows that, if we were to disperse in a given 

volume of water all of the radioactive elements which we plan to store, 

sellution would be less than what we would get by dispersing the natural 

radioactive elements which exist in the eine, 

All of these reasons are suffient by themselves to show that there ic fe 
feason to fear the diffusion, inte the water, of the radioactivity which 

we plan te 6tere here. 

But, soreever, the discontinuity of the hwdraulic systems remeves any fear 

that any possible leaks could atfect the thermal springs themselves, even 
these that are cleseet. 

iJiean Sarcia, Geological Pagineer) 



MN UTRR 0) 90UR0) BIVIRONPOUITAL PROTHOTION IN iNTRV) Bw 

Athens ELAVIMQWTIPIA io Greek 16 Aug 60 p 10 

( nverview with , Housing and Rovironment Minister Georgios Miytes 
» Merle 22 

oy "1 a wliing you 
© pressures however heavy 
a>eclutely submit to no 

now bluntly and clearly: 1'1) resiet al) Kinds 
amd wherever they come from, No 

if and for hw he will 
indestrialiete will exert if 
he intends to 
housing end environment. 

Thie ie the fiaret interview he 
since he started hie difficult 
distasteful and for others hopeful. 

"t's esp to Tals’ 

Lew 10 “on of 
published in the 
lew al) that concernm toning, 
Jurtediction of the new ministry--not en easy task, of course, since 
releted services in the following LD 
it: Gordinetion, Interior, Finance, 
Agriculture, Social) Services, Public Works, 
an’ Norther Creece, 

“It's «a G@fficult uphill) reed. 



overnight =--@ Melhing fel dene in 90 many years, moreover, Naturaliy, the 
Various mink tries must understand thet today these Juriedictions cannet 
remain dispersed with the resu.' thet nothing te accomplished." Flytas 
pointed out tis broad responsibilities of hie minietry and underlined the 
dangers aurrounding ‘t. He said: 

") know whet wili foliow, iosuee if we fail, 1'L) fell, Wo, now that 
i've atarted the [iret steps toward organising the General Directorate 
for Baviromment. i may alec fee) the Lmpact and for Wie reason 1 shall 
exert every effort now at the begioning. “@ mist succeed in order to 
seve the peop.e, 

"] Am Not @ Crybaby” 

ie does not fal. to express his dieappointment that it was the Ministry 
of “oordination that signed the protecel following the conference of the 
17 Mediterranea: countries at cappeion isst May. 

"\mdeed, 1 felt reduced. it makes no difference that we are «4 new 
ministry. ly right we should have signed the protocol, I thought of 
asking why we were not invited but i did not want to appear as 4...crybaby. 
The fact that we are in the first stages of our existence does not mean 
that we are not the appropriate authorities and that we should not be 
participating in the pretocol signing. ‘he agreement reached, however, 
will be enforced and used to best advantage by our ministry." 

([euests ut even if the internal diffiqilties are solved it would te 
very difficult to overcome the various pressures to be exerted on you 
by those whose inwreste wil. be endangered no matter how much you end 
your collaborators work toward the realisation of your objectives. 

[Koawer] There is no doubt that 1'1) find myself on the opposing side of 
many interests. i believe, however, Chat 1 can resist the pressures, 
that i'11 be able to hope that the decisions | take and the responsibilities 
i aseume will compel me perform = duty and to resist ay pressure 
however heavy wherever it comes from. i state here bluntly and clearly 
both for Lhowe who will read /thie interview’ and for those who will wish t 
exert pressure thet 1 shal. ebsoluteiy entertain no pressure 
unpleasant | become to those who may have many possibilities /to exert 
such pressure). ecause we are not talking about the interests of the few. 
wo are talking about /the interests/ of 6 million Greeks. 

([waestion? Rxouse ny skeptician, but the industrialists and shipowners 
don't lay down their arms easily. Anyway, it will be « success even if you 
realize only some of your objectives. 

(Keawer? Ltsven, i knew what to expect when 1 took over this ministry. 
» don't know what the effect on me will be when 1] leave it but I'l) 
atrvegie for the people. The people stand far above the industrialists 
anc the shipowners. 



Tre Doors ill ( pen 

(suweetion/ Our experience we various services of minietries which deal 
With the envi ronment leeds ua W the natural question: shen the Ministry 
of <omins, teusing and Seviroment is ateffed and gee ile necessary 
equipment, #h.2 it announce ite findings from teste and analyses or wild 

' heave Utem looted in drawers’ 

(+ awer ° Course, we will announce Wem, 40 will frankiy and Mlly 
ofom (he poeple, we whi net try te Ride things, because this practice 

f sa) ine Uviage other than the ones you mow does not at . AP 
‘r>rove (te eituation whieh becomes a1) the gore worse : 
directive will be: Open the doors wide and inform the 
Uvulge every\hing in order te find what the ailment is. 
goes “© tb jeter and does mt tell Rim what exactly a 
jocter will not be able to make 4 diagnosis, — oe our diagnosis 
by (5 @Aaing the people who subsequentiy will form their conciusions 
Ake bec s*ondatione through the press, ecause there are people who 
“now Loe at Seet better than eame who pose as envirormente) experts. 

At thie point Minieter Plytes referred the draft lew which has not 
een Loe light yet end promised that he will awaken whatever has been 

domment catii now, that he will have the Work Group study it and arrive 
ot cneio@ions after which ection will be initiated, 

i iytes expressed his indignation about the appearence ad fish in 
‘slams and at the pollution of Saronikos Oulf up to Jounion and 
(ware) that people should not owim in waters polluted by apartment 
“uildings, hotels, villas and houses. adds that/ the method of 
{osugacal cleaniny which represents « miniscule percentage of the 
(machinery, cost can be easily edopted, 

"The contempt of the public by those who pollute the environment,” he 
continues, “ie unacceptable. ‘io such contempt is observed in en ~~ 
of ‘he wereld. (nee, when 1 was minister of culture and civilisation, J 
Visite. en archeological site in Bleveis. Wearby was « - ft 
whose officiels--forewarned evidently--had_put into — 
collector and #0 no smoke was coming out (ot ite steck/. * —8* 
had forgotten something and returned to site and 1 gould see 
heavy, dense sroxe,” 

Ply tas does mot believe that ‘imposing fines is an effective measure. ie 
said that @ fine coste the industrialists less than the cost of operating 
the /smoke/ collectors. “what is needed,” he added, “is policing. jsut 
this accumes « greater budret.” 



On the besie of law recently appointed « ly-memler sort 
Group uader \ae chairmeneiip of Micetry seeretary Ceneral Sotiris 
Papapoiitie t© atudy the orvenieation of Ve venereal Uirectorete for 
Environment and t prepare the relevant regulations em epeci fications 
for ite functioning. 

le pointed out that the task i6 Gifficult but the responsililities esauned 
dictate the operation of tale directorate a8 soon as possible. It is for 
thie reason Uheat be hae wel a8 deediine for the committee to submit ite 
report by Cele or 19860, the objective being to have the directorete 
start operating «9 1 Jamary 1990, The tesk ts aleo difficult because 
the forces dea. ny with the enviroment are dispersed in various ministries, 
The mine services exist only on paper, Some are not steffed 
with cadres and others are not a8 active as they should be. In addition, 
at Uile very moment, @epite the ministry's Suriediction, there are no 

ate for the emplovees, There are not even quarters nor « emall amount 
of money availaile/ for the organisation of the General Directorate for 

ironment. 

The Plytas senpitivity on matters concerning the environment is ty now 
known, He wae the (iret to atert the campeign for saving the Acropolis, 
dnen he returned from abroad in 1974 he organised « congress on environment 
in which representatives of local sel: -govermmentse in Guropean countries 
participated, 

in the pre-junte days he wae president of the Council of Burope. ie became 
an honorary member and was able to maintain contacts with mayors and the 
Union of Quropean Municipalities and -ommunities which were occupied with 
the environment. 

", brought these people to the congress,” he says, "to inform us on the 
way they coped with pollution in their countries. 1 must say that the 
locel self-government plays an inportant role in environmental matters." 
Piytes edded that: 

a. On 2] October 1960, be will speak on the enviroment et « meeting in 
London which, besides Greece, wil be attended by Japan and Bnglend. 

>. In 198], the Mintetry of Joning, Housing and Swironment will organise 
@ conpress in Athens. 

Finally, Plyteg explained that both the Council of Burope and BEC have 
their (progr specifications for the enviroment. The first plays only 
6 tative role but it influences the menber-countries with ite 
recommendations and proposele. Sut with SBC the matter differs. The 
member-countries have ite ful. support es well as the obligation to ebide 
ty ite gemral guidelines. “Therefore,” he concluded, “either we are 
members scoepting the advantages or disadvantages or we let ther call us 
incapable of implementing what we agreed to." 



"The Nelanbor ena 1* 

", have @ house,” @aid “lytes, “in @ Village in Syroe Goreng’. ) have 
imptelled « machine for biological cleaning, maides clean iness, 
thie machine alec prewides water for my garden, 1t cost 60,000 drecimes, 
‘e Cowl Le prepertional te the qumber of femliy members. had e@tinated 

‘or 10 persone, Thus, 1 don't pay for water for watering @ garden); We 
wa lee ;revide it. My next-door neighbor le « shipowner who inetead of 
spending “0,000 dreetmae ie waiting for late September or early Cotocer 
to Jig some holes in whieh © dump Nie wastes...for Rie nose and mine, too..i* 

~~» 

a 14908 
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GREECE 

NEW STANDARDS #PPORTRED FOR POLLUTED SHA SWIMMING 

Athens T> VIMA in Greek 13 Aug 80 >) 9 

\Teat) PBvery vear it goes from bad to worse. Beginning next year, 
Athenian bathers alone the shores of the Saronikos as well as through- 

out the rest of the country will have "more than enough” of colonic 

bacteria and colon bacilli [Becherichia coli). 

The new public-health provision, which has been brought into line with 

the premises of the BR and which is going to be implemented beginning 
in 1981, inereases the permissible maximum of colonic bacteria in the 

water. Prom the figure of 1,009 (per 100 cubic centimeters] which has 
been in effect up te now, this maximum is being increased to 10,000. 

That is, beginning next year it will be permitted for our seas to have 
19 times more colonic bacteria and colon bacilli than is allowed today-- 
in other words, to be 10 times more polluted=--and still be regarded as 
clean enough for ewimmers to bathe in. And this is being done so that 
we may follow to the letter the wishes and the provisions of the Buro- 

pean countries. 

This year's slogan of the arpropriate agencies, that our seas are 10 

times better in terms of microbiological quality than those of the 

countries of the BEC, is being shiowrecked and destroyed. ina few 
months there will not be practically any qualitative difference between 
the Greek seas and the seas of Beigium, France, England, the Netherlands, 

and so forth. 

During the drawing up of the new public-health provision (it has been 
distributed to the appropriate ministries for signing), « number of 

services disagreed with this on the grounds that we are not obligated 
to follow thie directive of the BBC. They suggested that it would be 
more proper for us to Maintain our present stricter standards, so that 
we could thus have a better quality of sea water. 

If the limit of the public-health provision now being abolished were to 
be retained, we would have at the same time an arguing point vis-a-vis 

tne Buropeans. And this argument could become an alluring slogan for 
the BOT (Greek Tourist Organization): “Come to Greece, with the clean- 

ost seas in Burope.” 
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Wiye="Mahy People are asaing thetieeives=-will any foreigner prefer to 

pena Nin Vacation if .teece fhent year when he knows that the Greek sea- 

res wisi ono up belog More dirty even than these of his own country, 

that they will become filled with colon baeilii? 

) hae been learned, Many tourist groups called off their vacations in 

‘8 year On account of the pollution in our seas. Travel bur- 

hie af foreign tourism services have been making concerned inquiries, 

rsing information about the present quality of the Greek seas. The 

i) | ropriate services have been replying that foreigners have fo heed to 

» because the Greek standards are 10 times more restrictive than 

» Of the BPC, Our seas, they have been trumpeting, are 10 times 

vraher than the seas of the Burepean countries. But how, with what 

tyibent was. at least foreigners be persuaded? What advantages wiii 

Poors t} 

,? ‘ ss Ave 

Live Ty J J revision, Whaeh wiil be in effect 

L tiv nd of %, S88 Walter Yeed ior Gwintiing ise differentiated 

Ateyories iff acPOruaher with the coneentration of coioni: 

cteria per j ubic centimete; BUitadie: O-50; acceptabi: with 

ervations %i=500; Questionabie with advisories: $01-1,000; un- 

Ptmivae Above ai, 

new public=-hea.th previscion, these categories are abolished and 

tar rade are fixed as follows: Desirabie values of 500 colonic bac- 

eria per i abic centimeters, and maximum permissibie vaives of 10,900 
ioni bacteria, 

onic bacteria are a large group which includes the colon bacilli. 
* ek stence of colon bacilli in sea water shows that it contains human 

fecai Matter, which can be a carrier of microbes and viruses--such as, 

‘or exampie, Vibrio cholerae, microorganisms of typhus, infectious hepa- 

titis, and poliomyelitis, saimonellas, streptococci found in feces, Pseeu- 
lomonades, and «oo forth. 

he effects of polluted sea water on the health of the bather have been 

referred to repeatediy. Medical specialists (dermatologists, otorhino- 
laryngologists, ophthalmologists, gynecologists, and others) have stressed 

tame and again that during the swimming season an increase in ilinesses 

of the skin, the Mucous Membranes, and the gastrointestinal system is 
ooserved, 

They believe that this increase is directly related to the degree of 

9llut.on of the swimming waters. The diseases which are observed are: 

ode rmatitises, @ycetomas, epiphysitises, vaginitises in women and above 

all young women, paratyphoid infections, and so forth. 

in view of the degradation of our seas (and no one can assert that they 

are not being degraded...since the public services concerned with the 
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environment Nave been Makalvd piaba ie evety sulle the Vaives Of Colonic 

bactetia if a4) SOwiffhllg a4fea with leveia Deiow 1,000), ah inerease if 

GCaees Of Such illnesses alae Cannot be ruled out, 

At the present time at least, if @ high level Of Colonic bacteria were 

observed at some sea area or bathing beach of the Saronikos on 4 particu- 

lar day, the officials would concern themselves with finding the specific 

Cause Of the sea pollution. This has often led them to pinpointing bath- 

ing beaches where the wastes from facilities were being diverted to the 

aera With this inerease in the Limit, this sert of concern and investi- 

gating will disappear, 

Of course, the new public-health provision also contains certain positive 

elements, For the first time, it stipulates that measurements must be 
made in the swimming areas for dangerous and toxic substances<-<such 4s, 

for example, phenols, O11 and siudge residues, mercury, and so forth. 
The previous Ppublic=health provision was very obscure on this point. it 

simply noted generally and vaguely that such substances should not exist 

in the Switting areas. 

Also, it defines specifically what the quality must be of the areas 

acceptable for swimming use and manages some improvement with respect 

to the inspection procedures, while at the same time the standards, 

methods, and so forth are made more clear. 



GREECE 

PERTILIZER PLANT CAUSES POLIAUTION 

Athens TA NEA in Greek 9 Aug 80 p 1 

\Text) Kavala=-The toxic “cloud of Kavala” drifted yesterday towards 
Drama, and for 2 hours it covered that city. 

Meanwhile, according to « report from the Health Laboratory of the Univer- 

sity of Salonica, the creation of the cloud can be attributed to the 

accumulation of large amounts of sulfates and phosphates, as well as of 

ammonia, chiefly from (volatilized) emissions in the area of the fertilizer 

plant at Nea Karvali. 

The report adds that the dangers arising from this situation are great, 

both for the workers at the plant and also for the residents of the 

surrounding area. 

Anxieties 

According to the measurements made by the two stations of the Health 

Laboratory over a period of 1 month the concentrations of sulfate partic- 

ulates and of ammonia amount to 1,000 micrograms per cubic meter. The 
total weight of the emissions comes to 125 tons per square kilometer per 
month at a point outside the factory, while near the point of production-- 
where the situation has become intolerable--it comes to 368 tons per 

equare kilometer for the same interval of time. 

it is stated in the report that these indices are quite high, and that 
the situation is alarming indeed if it is borne in mind that the emissions 

from Salonica come to 6-20 tons per square kilometer per month, while in 
every other industrial area the corresponding indices range around 8-24 
tons. 

Accordine to the same report, high levels of sulfur oxides and ammonia 

were found in the effluents of the plant, and their pH value comes to 2.4. 
At the same time, the factory wastes which are poured into the Guif of 
Kavala have destroyed every trace of life, while on the bottom of the 
guif a large azoic sone has formed because of the toxicity of the wastes. 



Vid Machinery 

The head of the Health Laboratory, Prof bdipidis, stated to TA NEA that 

it is essential that the mechanical equipment of the factory complex be 
replaced and that the requisite measures be taken 80 as to avert the 

danger which is looming for the future of an even more serious polluting 

of the area, 

prof Udipidie revealed that the pertinent manager of the Nea Karvali 

fertiliger plan’ had not allowed the bringing of a mobile pollution- 

measuring unit ‘rom the health laboratory into the work area of this 

industrial outfit. Finally, thre gh the personel intervention of Minis- 

ter of Nortnern Greece Nik. Mart) it proved possible last month to 

measure the pollution and to point out the dangers from it. 

Meanwhile, by order of the minister of northern Greece, the mobile unit 

of the health laboratory will be installed in Kavala, in order to inves- 

tigate the problem of escaping toxic gases from the fertilizer plant. 

Finally, in a telegram to the government complaining about the situation, 

the Kavala Labor Center is asking that measures be taken to protect the 

health of the workers. 

i21i4 
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SWEDEN 

FISHERLES BOARD SPOKESMEN: DRINKING WATER ENDANGERE) 

stockholm DAGENS NYHETER in Swedish 2 Aug 80 p 3 

(Text) "Water resources in recent years have drawn greatest 
attention in the area of sport fishing," says Helge Berglund 
Blomkvist of the National Organization of Sport Fishermen. 

“But the situation now is so grave that we soon will not 

have any clean water at all unless something is done right 

away." 

"The preservation of Sweden's water supplies can no longer 
be put off into the future; the government must act ener- 

getically--otherwise a catastrophe will befall us." 

Helge Blomkvist and Hans Kunnstron, members of the Fisheries 

Board, sounded the alarm that this department has not received 
an increase in funds in 30 years. They warn, among other 
things, that drinking water is being destroyed: 

"The acidity of our lakes percolates down into the ground 
water. Our unique fishlife is threatened, seabirds dis- 
appear and the entire environment is damaged. Should this 

continue, Sweden will be without drinking water in the 
future.” 

The Fisheries Board is a state agency which is under the 
jurisdiction of the Agriculture Ministry. It acts, among 

other things, as the supervisory authority for the practice 
and management of fishing in the country. The water conser- 
vation commission, the freshwater and marine fishing lLabor- 

atories, the local fisheries administrations, the state 
fisheries research, and others also are under the Fisheries 
vw ATC. 

The government has designated spokesmen for various interest groups such as 
commercial fishermen, sport fishermen, waterrights owners, the public, and 

so on. 



lane Runnatfom is Head of Vivision of the Pisheries board and was named tu 

the board by the government to be responsible for the interests of sport lisher= 

men, Helge Blomkvist was appointed by the government as Hans Runnstorm's 

deputy which means thal le site in on all board meetings. 

Helge Blomkvist has been invel ved in fishing and water resources matters since 
the fifties, He is a member of the Swedish sport fishermen's national associ- 

ation as well as being on three fisheries committees, namely those of Vattern, 
Hjaimaren=Malaren and Orebro provincer 

"This is not mercly a question of sportfishing, even though thie ie the area 

which has grown most in recent years. The problems touch on the entire coun- 

try's water supply. If we do not get sufficient resources in order to manage 
our water, in a tew years we will have a shortage of pure water in this 

country. The situation is extremely grave," 

Funds and, in consequence of this, services are lacking primarily on che 
administrative side. The Fisheries Board does not have the staff which can 
be put to work to save the dying watercourses and lakes. 

The status of research is particularly worrisome. The freshwater fisheries 
laboratory of brottningsholm is understaffed and run-down. The same thing 
is true of the marine fisheries laboratory in Lysekil, which despite this is 

responsible for three fishing exploration vessels. 

"We have no possib! lity of advancing our pisciculture. Resources do not suf- 
fice even to tackle successfully the fish diseases that are becoming more 

prevalent all the time, 

"The acidification of the waters and the increased interest in both sportfishing 

and commercial fishing results in a shortage in our personnel resources, 

Our fisheries inspectors and managers throughout the country do not have 

time to serve the needs of the sport fishermen, the commercial fishermen and 

waterrights owners, and so on.” 

the fishing waters investigation of 1973 issued it final report in 1978. 

his proposes a fishing license fee of 10-12 kr. for all except youths under 

) and for commercial fishermen, 

This fall a government bill based on this report is expected. The majority 

of the membership are supporting this proposal on the fishing license fees 
according to which it should yield an income increase of 50-100 million kr. 

to the Fisheries Board. 

The government must accept the responsibility for the future. This applies 
equaily to fishing, maintenance of our drinking water supply, and the re- 

creational use of the waters. We must keep watch that the life-supporting 
waters of Sweden do not go the way of Germany's, for example, where all the 

wator by and iarge is polluted. 



“We Feallge that Lie economic eituation in Sweden is very tight, Hut this 

should Sot jeopardi#te our future, we afe Hot out to grab our Money at the 

expense of some other department,” 

tut this is the last desparate sound of alarm to save Sweden's waters. Soon, 

of course, Lt will be too late, Helge Blomkvist insisted, 

“Most agtee that a continued investment in the expansion of Swedish industry 
is a Matter of importance, It means at the same time discharges of industrial 
Wastes, afd poisonous sprayings on forest and agricultural land, 

in the pame of consistency the state then must continually increase its funding 

projeete for the sake of conservation. But it has not cone this. If the 

government does not act immediately, Sweden in a few years will have to import 

ite drinking water. 
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